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CHAP.rER.I 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1892 a thesis entitled, "Sur La Representation Approchie D'une 
Fonction Par Des Fractions Ra.tionnelles", Par M. H. Pade', Ancien Eie've 
De, i:. E'cole Normale Supe'ri eure, Professeur Agrege De L Universite was 
published in the Annal.es Scientifiques ~ S 'E~ole Normale Supe Heure , 
Serie 3, Volume 9, pages 1-93 in the supplement. This paper was the 
-.. " I 
inception of what is now called "Pade approximants'' which are rational 
function approximations of functions known by their power series. In 
his thesis he looks at several examples and proves theorems which have 
been used as a basis f9r recent studies that appear in the literature, 
some of which, are in thi.s paper. 
Though this thesis is about Pade' approximants which started with 
. Pade' and his thesis, there was another mathematician, T. J. Stieltjes, 
who was interested in summing divergent series and influenced greatly 
that which has been done relative to the subject of Pade' approximants. 
Hence, some of the basic resul,ts printed in this paper, which appeared 
first in the Annal.es Faculte' Sciences Toulo~se, Volume 9, 1894, are 
due to T• J. Stieltjes. 
,· 
Also G .. A. Baker, who has been publishing articles on Pade' 
approximants recently, must be credited with many of the results in 
this paper. 
Pade' approxima.nts are usually studied relative to two objec~,ives. 
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The physicist or applied mathematician uses Pa.de' approxima.:r.at~ to 
provide rational function approximation to mathematical functions that 
describe certain physical phenomena. For instance, the physicist uses 
Pade' approximants in studying perturbation series associat~d with wave 
propogation. Also, there is effort toward aQstracti~ quantitative 
information about :functions that are known only from their power series 
and qualitative behavior. For example, mathematicians have sought for a 
long time t~ sum divergent series or to fin4 methods of interpreting 
divergent s~ries. 
In the second chapter an algebraic setting is developed in which 
the Pa.de' approximants are explicitly defined. Then two theorems are 
presented which show when the Pa.de' approximants are invariant relative 
to linear fractional transformations. In realizing their proofs some 
.lemmas are proved which facilitate understanding the concept of Pade' 
approximants. Also in this chapter are theorems on what can be said 
when the Pa.de' approximants are uniformly bounded. In effecting such 
answers the concepts of polynomial :functions and power serjJ:es functions 
are important as is the concept of analytic continuation. Hence the 
analogy between the algebraic setting and the symbology often used in 
studying these concepts in analysis is made so that these concepts may 
be treated and utilized in the proofs of certain theorems. Along with 
these results there is presented a method of calculating the Pad~' 
approximants if the power series is given and a method of calculating 
what the coefficients of the power series are if the Pa.de' approximants 
are given. 
In the third chapter a very important type of power series is 
studied. This series is a series of StieltJes and is important because 
many power series occur in this formo In fact there are many different 
power series which describe physical phenomena that may also be reduced 
to a series of Stieltjes. See (4 ). One important result presented in 
this chapter is the solution to the StieltJes moment problem which must 
. I 
be used in proving some of the theorems pertaining to the series of 
I 
StieltJes. An interesting result in this exposition relative to a 
series of StieltJes, the proofs of which are detailed, is that the poles 
o:f' a given sequence of Pade' approximants interlace. Furthermore, 
relative to these Pade' approximants, it is shown that the residues are 
all positive and that the zeros of the numerators interlace those of the 
denominators • 
. Relative to the nonnegative real axis the Pa.de' approximants will 
be seen as a monotonic sequence which converges to an a.nalytic function. 
This function is above one sequence and below another so that for a 
series of StieltJes upper and lower bounds are obtained for the limit 
function whether the series converges or not. Finally, it is shown 
that the Pa.de' approximants, under suitable restrictions, converge to an 
analytic function in the cut plane (- = < z ~ 0). 
The theorems that have been proved in the dissertation do. not in 
any sense exhaust the questions that one might ask relative to the 
subject of Pa.de' approximants. In fact they add to the questions that 
one might ask and point to the infancy of the subJ ect.. The theory 
presented then motivates the last chapter in which some of these 
questions are discussed. 
The initial problems, that· were solved in effecting the thesis 
Just mentioned, were those of bringing to some logical order, the 
recent publications in the area of Pa.de' approximants, the proving of 
certain assertionsJ by supplying the details to skeleton type proofs, 
that had been made in the literatureJ and the writing of these proofs 
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so that, at the high undergraduate level or beginning graduate level, a 
seminar can be profitably conducted. As a result of this type of 
research new facts sometimes unfold as does the discarding of old facts 
which are found to be in error. In the last chapter the former is 
exemplified and a counter example to a statement used in proving that 
certain of the diagonal sequences converge to the same limit function is 
offered. 
The preceeding gives some historical facts about Pade' approximants 
and gives some information about three men who influenced their 
development. Some of the problems that have been solved were discussed 
and a brief introduction to the- content of the thesis has been 
presented. Now a look at some of the general results in the thesis will 
be taken. 
CHAP.l'ER II 
P.ADE 1 APPROXIMANTS IN GENERAL 
Some Preliminary Remarks 
An algebraic setting will now be developed in preparation to 
defining the Pade' approximants. 
L == (( ... ,o,am,H•,a_1,a0,a1,···): ai e Fa field} 
will be called a field of formal meromorphic series. If 
f 
== 
(•••,O,a ,•••) E L 
.m 
and g == (H•-,O,b ,···) :tl. E L 
then 
= 
and f•g == E anbk-n}k. 
n==-= 
Notice in the definition·of multiplication that each element is a 
finite sum. 
In this field 
where a0 =land 
The additive inverses are obvious but since the multiplicative 
' inverses are not quite so obvious a m~thod for calculating t4em will be 
presented. Let 
f = (•••,O,a , ••• ) e L m . 
where it is being assumed that if' n < m then a = 0 but that a "f O. 
n m 
Also set g = (•••,O,b , ••• ) and make a. b = l. Observe that 
... m . m -m 
CCI 
E ab = O 
n=-• n k-n ·· 
Ol;I 
I: abk =l n -n l'J.=-CD 
CD 
if k < o, 
if k = o, 
I: a bk = a b 1b if k = 1. n -n m -m+ -m n=-oo 
If ab + a b = O then b can be uniquely solved for since 
. m -m+l m+l -m -m+l 
am r o. Now for any k > l 
CCI I: ab =ab + a b +000+ a b' = o 
n k-1) 'l1l k-m m+l k-m-1 m+k -m 
ll=-CIO 
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implies that bk-m can be uniquely solved :f'or provided the bi, i < k - m, 
have already' been determined. 
Define Pas ((•••, o, a0, a1 , a2, •••, an' o, •••)}. 
Then PC L. If :f' e P, f is often written as (a0, a, •••,a). l n 
If 
and 
L. =(a: a e Land for n <ma = O} 
m n 
a e L and :f'or n > m a = OJ 
n 
defille 
n 
and define a function 7 on L to L such that if 
then 
f = (···, o, a, r 
rn(f) = (•••, O a 
. , r' 
•••)EL 
• • •, an' O, • • • ) • 
For nonnegative integers M and N let '\I = C rM(f) :f' E L0) and 
BN = (rN(f): re ! 0 = (f: f e L0, a0 F o)}. 
. ·, 
,' Denote arbi tra.ry elements :of ~ as PM = ( a0, ~, • • 0 , 8M) and arbitrary 
elements of Bx as QN = (b0, b1, .. 0 0 , bN), where it is realized tllat 
, many of the a1 and b1 may be zero. In concluding these :prelimi~y 
remarks ,define 
The Pade' Approximant 
The Pa.de' approximants are rational :f'unction approximations to a 
7 
formal power series. The algebraic analogues are discussed first. 
After a brief discussion of the approximants for e1ements in 1:0 it will 
be easy to see how to handle all other members of L. 
For every pair of integers ~. and M define a :function 1t: on L0 to Jt: as follows: If f £ L0, then'1:(f) = Py/QN is called the [~,N] Pade' 
approximant of f, where QN is some non-zero e1ement of. BN such t~t 
M . . 
QN·f' £ Liv+M+l and PM= ~(QN•f ). lfhat at least one non-zero QN .exists 
from the fact that N equations in N + l ~nknowns.aJ.ways has a non-
trivial solution. See Corollary 5.6.3, page 119 in (16). 
Notice that f•QN - PM= g E ~+N+l or f-(Py/QN) = h E 1x+N+l 
where if 
t~en 
h = (•••,O,~+N+l'~N-i2'•••) 
is obtained recursive1y Q:)'.' taking A e ~+N+l and setting Qj = g after 
which A is calculated and is h. 
Now a shifting :f'unction and another cutoff :f'unction will be 
defined so that for any f EL the Pa.de' approximants can be calculated. 
Let m > O, f E Lm' am r.o and define •m(f) = ( 0 • • ,b0,b1 , .. •) where 
bk = 81.t+m which is the shi:f'tj,ng function and is in 1:0• 
-r0 (f) = (a0,8)_,···) which is in L0 • 
The Pa.de' approximants relative to the former f wil.l be those 
{'t. 
calculated ~rom '+m (f) but in the latter case (am, ... * ,a ~l) + :1!:(r0 (:r)) 
will be called the Pa.de' approximants for f. Hehceforth in this 
8 
pa.per the Pa.de' approximants will be calculated relative to f E L0 even 
though, using the preceed.ing, the theorems would follow for f € L. 
It cannot be guaranteed that 1t:(f) the [M,N] Pade' approximants of 
f will agree with f for more than the first N + M + l places but it 
does agree with f for at least this many placesq If QN is any element 
in~ such that PM/QN. agree with f for the first N + M + 1 places then 
for any other such 
Another way of saying this is that the Pa.de' approximants agree with a 
given f e 1:0 for more places than any other such element of R: and 
M furthermore ~N(f) is unique. Whence the following theorem. 
' -Theorem).. If n and m are nonnegative integel;'s and f e L0 there exists 
one and only one [n,m] = q e R: such that ,c:(f) = q or equivalently 
f - q E Lm+n+l .. 
f - (pl/Qln) e: L 
m' m+n+l, 
and 
Then 
2 .2 _1 l _1 1 2 2 f - (P /Q ) - (f - (P-/Q ) ) = (P-/Q ) - (P,._ IQ ) e L l. 
m n m n m n m' n m+n+ 
9 
Now if g e L 1 then ~ 2 g e L 1 and hence (p1 IQ1n) - ("f!:/Qm2 ) is m+n+ m n · m+n+ m! ... 
an element of L 1 if and only if m+n+ 
_L2 l-2 y.::_~- P- L • m n Qm me m+n+l 
.But 
p1iQ2 _ QlJ!- e: A 
m n nm m+n 
and 
since 
. A n L = Co}. 
m+n+l . m+n+l 
Let f. = Can}n ~d g = (blt}k be elements of:J0 and define a mapping 
b: for each pair of nonnegative integers n and k on L0 to Fas follows: 
n o bk(g) ·:;I b 0 = 1 if n,k = o 
bnk(g) = bkn = I: kb1111 ••• bm..., otlaerwise. m.. +•. •+m = . -.a. J. n 
For each ( ••• ,o,f0 ,f1.~'' .. ,••) = f e t 0 consider t;(s = (•••,o,g0,ii, 
Cl) • . 
• • •) : n~O gn = z is in the circle of convergence of f} • For each 
nonnegative integer k and g·e: Lf define a mapping from L:f'.to Fas 
·follows: 
co n( ) fkg = n~O f nbk g • 
. Now for each (:r,g) e Lo X Lo define a mapping, called a composi-
tion mapping, :f'*g on L x L to L as 0 0 0 , 
Now it is possible to prove some lemmas after which two basic 
theorems will easily follow. 
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Lemma 1. If g € L1, g = (gn}, gl r O and h € L0 then there exists one 
and only one f' € L0 such that f'*g =hand if h0,h1, ••• ,1\: only are 
given there exists one and only on~ (f 0,r1 , ••• ,fk) such that for every 
r 
f € L0 of the form (t0,f1, ••• ,fk,fk+l'•••} (f*g)1 = hi, 1 = O,l,••·,k~ 
Proof. Now 
= ((f0b~ + r1b~ + ···), (r0bf + r1bi + ···),•··, 
0 l (f'Obk + flbk + •••),•••} 
where it is seen that u~on equating to h that the f 1 are uniquely 
determined. Also an observation of' the above brings to mind that if' 
only the h1, O ~ i ~ k, are given then first of all r0 = ho and, since 
gl r O, t 1 can be uniquely solved for. Continuing in this manner fk 
k - ' 
can be uniquely solved for since g1 IO. But this means that 
{f*gJ 1 = hi for i = O,l,•••,k which completes the proof. 
Lemma 2. If g € Ll' g1 i o, f ,h € L0 then (f*g \ = (h*g )1 for 
i = o,l,•••,k if and. only if f 1 = h1 for i = O,l,•••,k. 
Proof\; As in Lemma 1, write f'*g as 
k 
•••+f'g,•••} It l 
· and h*g as (h0,hlgl,~g2 + h2gi,···,~gk + 000 + 1\:g~,···}~ 
Hence if' (f'*g)0 = (h*g)0, then f'0 = h0 and conversely. Since g1 l,o 
'' 
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Assume the first k - 1 t 1 and h1 are equal and consider the following 
equation 
which is true if and on)..y if hit= fk and concludes the p:r.oot~ 
Lemm.a._ 3. If f,g,h'e t 0, g*f a:nd g*h are defined and fi = hi for 
i = O,l, ••• ,k then 
1 
(g*f \ = (S'*h\ for i = o, ~'· • ,k. 
Proof. 
co n co 
= ( E _ gn ( f O) . , E g _ E f m • • • f _ , • 0 • , 
n=O n=O n m +• • •+m =l 1 ·R1r1 l n 
because h1 = fi if i < k and in each of the first k elements of g*f the 
second sum is composed of hi= fi. 
., .· 
Now these three lemmas will be used in proving two theorems which 
are basic to the study of Pade' approxim.a.nts. 
Theorem 2., If f e L0, g = (O,A)/(l,B) € 1i, and u!(f) = PN/QN is the 
. ' N [N,N] Pade' approxima.nt off then uN(f)*g = (PN*g)/(QN*g) is the [N,N] 
12 
Pade I approximant of f*g. 
N{ . 1/ 1 N I N i/ i]N (l,B) ,ai (o,A) ,(l,B) }i=O'· (l,B) {bi (o,A) (l,B) 1=0 
[ t ( )( .. ')N-i}N /( (. J.( )N-i}N ) N 
= iai o,A l,J3 i=O bi o,AJl l,B i,=0 E RN, 
and by Lemma 2, 1:(f)*g is the [N,N] Pade' approxima.nt of :f'*g. 
. , N 
Theorem 3. If f';g. e L0, g = (A,B)/(e,D), (C,D) ~ O and ,cN(f) is the 
[N,N] Pade' approxima.nt, off then g*,c:(r) is the [N,N] Pade' approxi-
mant of g*:f'. 
Proof. Since _1:(f) agrees with f for the first 2N + l places g*'JC:(f) 
agrees with g*f for the first 2N + l, places by Lemma 3. 
· N( ) N 
. shown that g*'tN f, E Bi then the proof will be complete. 
= QN(A,B(PJQN) )/QN(C,D(PN/QN)) 
= (Q'*',BPN)/(CQN,DPN) ER: 
and the proof is canplete. 
If it can be 
Now 
Now a lemma will be presented after which a generalization of 
Theorem 2 will follow. 
Lemma. 1. Let T = (o, .... ,h· , ••• ) e L where r > o. If f = (f0,:f,•••), r r -
g = (g0,g, ••• ) e L0 and agree :for q places then :f*T agrees with g*T :for 
(q+l )n-1 places. 
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Proof. In f41T the (k + l)th element is 
CD 
C = I; f I; h • • •h k n m.. m 
n=l m +•~•+m =k ~ n l n 
if k > 0 where m1 ~ r and k ~ nr or n :::: k/ r. Hence 
C = k 
If [k/r] :::: q then k:::: rq + t where O:::: t < r. Since fi agrees with gi, 
if i :::: [k/r] :::: q, then 
and agreement will be realized for all k:::: rq +tor through 
k = rq + r - l = r(q + l) - lo 
Theorem 4. Let 
and PN/~ be the [N,N] Fade' approximants off e L0• Then the 
(nN + r, nN + t;] Pa.de' approxima.nts of q = f*T are P '141!/Q *To 
n n 
Proof. Now Awn Awn P (w) 
[ P n / Q n J n N p (w) n iC'{w) ·p-(w-) 
n n n 
is a Pa.de' approximant in R:: but by the lemma with Pi/QN = q it is seen 
that PN*T/QN*T agrees with g = f*T for 2nN + r + s where r + s :::: n - l 
so that its [nN + r, nN + s] Pa.de' app~oximants to g are given by 
The preceeding definitions are generalizations to some extent when 
contrasted with the usual approach of defining the Pa.de' approximant. 
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And they offer insight as to what the Pade' approximant is provided one 
is Just in the process of reading the current literature relative to the 
subJect. In the next two theorems, the latter one of which is a result 
of several lemmas, the concepts of uniform boundedness and analytic 
continuation are of much importance. Relative to these concepts the 
concepts of polynomials and of power series facilitates such a 
discussion. Hence a. mapping will be defined so that power series and 
polynomials will be synonymous with the algebraic elements already 
defined. 
- . co i·: For every f = (a0,a1,u .. ,an,u•) E L0 let cp(f) = !: aiz. Notice 
· n=O 
that cp(f) makes sense for at least one z, namely z = o. Of course the 
radius of convergence is not necessar:1,ly zero. If f e; P then q>(f) is a 
polynomial. In the future f(z) = cp(f) and f will be used intercha.ng-
ably. 
Relative to the image under cp, the Pade' approximants 
( ( ) N+M+l . N+M+2 the equations f: z) QN(z) - PM z = Az + Bz + ••• , 
and QN(o) = 1. 
are given by 
(1) 
(2) 
The :following remarks are important. As noted earlier there 
always exists a nontrivial solution for the coefficients in QN(z). By 
Theorem 1, PM/QN is unique and agrees with :f(z) for at least the first 
N + M + 1 terms. So if the nontrivial solution for Q (z) has z = o as 
n 
a zero of multiplicity M then also PM(z) must have z =Oas a zero of 
multiplicity n for otherwise it is impossible for PM/QN to agree with 
f(z) even for one place since f(z) = Ea. zn and a0 /= o. That is QN(o) 
n=O n 
can always be made l. 
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A series is normal if the 
• • • a m+n 
• • 
D(n,m) = • • 
• • 
• • 
are not zero and like determinants formed with the coefficients of the 
recipricaJ. series are different from o. 
( .) ~ 1 ~ If a normal power series f z = E a1z, is given then a0 r O and 
i=O 
the Pade' ,approximants are given by · 
8M~N+l 8M-N+2 • . . 8M+1 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
. • 
8M 8M+1 8M+N 
M J M M J 
E aJ NZ E . a ZJ E aJz 
PM(z) N=N . - J=N-1 J-N+l . • ·J=O 
~) = 
a M-N+l a M-N+2 • • . 8M+1 
• 
• 
• 
8M aM+l . .. ·~ 8M+N 
ZN N .. l 1 z • • • 
where aJ a O if J < 0 and where sums with the initial number larger 
than the terminal number are also zero because equations 1 and 2 are 
3) 
satisfied by the array 3. The proof that 3 satisfies 1 and 2 follows. 
If M + K = N and A1 is the array 
8M-N+l 8M-N+2 ' 9 • 8M+l 
• • 
8M+1 • • • 8M+N 
with the (N + l .. i)th column deleted, then equation l. becomes 
16 
2 • M 
a.oAo+ (-aOAl +alAO)z+(a.OA2+(-a.l )~ +a2AO)z +. • .+(~O~-l~ +. • ·'!:..a.o~)z 
, . N · N+M 
+. • .+{a~o~-1~+. • ·~o~)z ,+. • .+(8M+rfo~+N-1A:i. +. • •.!ao-\t+N)z 
( 2 M 2 M 2 M + ... - a0+a1 z+a.2z + •• •+9MZ )A0-(a.0z+a.1z + •• ·~-lz )A1 +(a0z + • ., .. +8M_:;f ~ 
+. ... +(vo~-l~+o 0 .!aoAm ~0+8M-1~-· • ·~o~)zM 
( ) ~ 
+ 8M+1Ao~+ ••• +8M-N+l~~+1Ao+•••.!8M-N+l~ z . 
+ BzM+N+2 + •• • = O + AzM+N+l + BzM+N+2 + 0 0 0 
:j. ··.. .·, . •· ·-' 
where it is noticed that. the cionstant term and 'the coefficients of 
.,, . . . . . _, ~ . 
N 
. z, ••• , z all add to zero but that the rea.E:;cn :for the coefficients o:f' 
M+l M+N 
z , ••• ,z vanishing is because in each case the coefficient is a 
matrix with 2 identical rows. See Theorem 7.6, page 17 in (16). 
If. PM(z)/QN(z) is given such that PM(o) = a0 and QN(O) = l then a 
power series for which PM(z)/QN(z) is the Pa.de' approximant can be 
calculated. I:f' 
then 
~ince t 0 = 1, c0 = a0 • Assume that c1 , 1 < ~, has been uniquely 
determined. Then ti+l c0 + t 1c1 + ••• + t 1c1 + t 0ci+l = ai+l uniquely 
determines ci+l. Hence the c1 for i S M can be uniquely calculated. 
Let u0ju1, ••• ,uM be the result of these calculations~ Now 
17 
t~cM+l+ t 1cM hoo+ tMcl + tM+lcO = 0 °"" t 0cN-l+ t 1cN-2+ .... + -c"N-lcO"" 0 
uniquely determines UM+1, ••• ,UN-l and 
u 1 0 l 0 0 . • 0 0 uo 
u2 0 0 1 • • • 0 0 ul 
• • 
., 
• 
= • • • 0 • 
• • -~ • • • 
~-1 0 0 0 
'i •. • 0 l UN-2 
~ -tN -tN-1 -tN-2 -t2 UN-1 
in a matrix in which UN is uniquely determined. Now notice that for 
t > 1 
0 1 0 0 0 t • • . uo 
0 0 l • • • 0 0 u 1 
• 0 • :·• 0 .. .. 
= • •· 
., .. 
• 
,, 
" 
• • 
~-2+t 0 
I 0 0 0 l . • . UN-2 
-tN 
-tN-1 -tN-2" ". -t2 -tl u N-1 
' CIO k oo k 
which then determines the uk fork~ N and E ckz becomes E ukz 
k=O k=O 
-. 
(4) 
(5) 
relative to which the given P1/z )/QN(z) is the [M9 1\i] Pa.de' approximant,. 
Although certain assumptions about how M and N are related have 
been assumed in the preceedi:ng proof, a proof of the alternative is 
similar and for this reason is omitted. 
For the moment a look at sequences of the form [NjN+k] with k 
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finite will be taken. The stuay of such a sequence can be confined to 
the study of the [N,N] Pade' approximants by simply looking at 
g(z) = z-k f(z) if k < 0 
or 
k-1 J -k 
g(z) = [f(z) - t fJz ]z if k > o, 
J=O 
where the fJ are the coefficients in the power series ex,aa.nsion of f(z1 
because if k:::; 0 and N + k =Mor N = M - k then z-kpN+k(z)/QN(z) is a 
rational :function with numerator and denominator polynomials of degree 
no more than N and they approximate z-kf(z) in the same sense that 
PN+k(~)/Qiz) approximate f(z). Since 
f(z) QN(z) - PN+k(z) = Az2N+k+l + ••• 
then 
and 
z -~ N+k (z )/QN(z) 
is the IN,N] Pa.de' approximant for z-kf(z). Notice that PN+k(z)/QN(z) 
converges if and only if z-kpN+k(z)/QN(z) does. Furthermore if for a 
given f(z) the [N,N+k] approximant of f'(z), k > o, is got·ten by 
( ) 2N+k+l equating like coefficients in QN(z) f(z) - PN+k z = Az + ••• 
then 
... 
or 
or 
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or 
QN(z)[g(z)] + !i(z) = Az2N+l + Bz2N+2 + o@o 
where 
k-1 J -k 
g(z) = [f(z) - /':,r/ Jz ]z = fk + fk+l z + 0 .. 
and :Fi(z) is a. polynomial of degree not more than N because first 
k-1 J . . _ k 
(QN(z)J:ofJ z - PN+k(z))z-
is at most an expression that has no degree of z greater than N and 
secondly if i:::; k - l then the coefficient of' zi in PN+k(z) is exactly 
i k-1 J 
the coefficient of z in QN(z) t fJz since this is the way PN+k(z) 
J:.O 
was determined initially. Finally 
_1 l · k-1 J k 
~(z)/~N(z) = ([QN(z)J~OfJz - PN+k(z)]z- }/QN(z) 
k-1 J k 
(J~OfJz - PN+k(z)/QN(z))z-
which implies that Pi(z)/Qi(z) converges if and only if PN+k(z)/Qiz) 
does. 
The next theorem is basic to the theory and it will be proved in 
the classical setting. 
Theorem 5. Let Pk(z) be any infinite sequence of[N,M] Pa.de' approxi-
mants to a. formal power series where N + M tencl;to infinity with k. If 
the absolute value of the Pk is uniformly bounded for l;zl ~ R, ,;hen i;he 
Pk converge uniformly for fzf::;,:. < R -&o an analyt;.ic func1,ion f(z) 
whose power series has a radius of convergence of ai; leas,; R. 
Proof. If any IP1/z)I is bounded by W for lzl ::: R then since Pk(z) is 
. ,- . 
a rational. :function of zit is anal.ytic in lzl::: R, and its power 
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series must have a radius of convergence of at least Ro Now consider 
1ip.e region lzl ~ r < R. The power series coef;f'icients, l\:(n), of zn 
must, by Ca.uchy'a' inequaJ.ities, see !heorem 5.15 .. 1, page 187 in (18), be 
bounded by W/Rn uniformly in ~. Hence 
I CCI nl CCI I nl CCI n r / )j+l Pk(z)- t 9k(n) z · ~ E 9x(n) z < I: w(r/R) • W\r R .. • 
n=O n...J+l . - n=J+l · 1-r/R 
Now 
lim(r/R)J+l = lim e(J+l)~a(r/R) = o 
J ~= J ... ~ . . 
since ln(r/R) is negative. ~s means that there exists a J such that 
unif<llrmly in k. Ali$ lf + M tends to irµ'i,pi ty with k there exists K sucn 
that if k·> K, N + M ~ J and therefore by equation 1 the first J + 1 
power series t~ins a.:r;"e identical f'or a.11 such 1$:. Hence if J and k are 
greater than K and I z l ~ r, 
IPk(z)-PJ(z)I ~ IPk(z)- ~ ak(n)znl + (PJ(z)- ~ aJ(n)znl~ e/2+e/2=E 
n=O n=O . · 
which ~s the Cau.71!.Y etiterion for conv~,enee of tp.e sequence. (Pk}. 
' '.Sy a theorem on unif~m convergence of a s,1iq:u~ce of a.n.a.lytic· f'unctione, 
· see »age 226 in(l8), the limiting function f(z) is analytic for a.11 
I zl < R.. B;r' Wa,ylor•s Theorem, see page 201 in (18), f{z) can be written 
as a power series whic¥J. bas a radius of converg~ce of at l~t R 
which co111J?letes the Pl"OO:f'. 
,;rncidently this is a generalizat:l.oJl of a proof for continued 
fractions due to Van VJ.eek in 1901.. Before going into ·the next 
theorem certa"in definitions and helpful lemmas will be detailed which 
will be help:f'tµ. in an analytical continuation process. 
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Elementary transformations of power series is of fundamental 
importance in the study of holomorphic functions and a.nal.ytic continua-
tion in which the binomial theorem 
(6) 
. will be used. Suppose that 
f •ri'1 = ff t > . 
n=O · 
(7) 
has the radius of convergence R > O and let I a. I < R. Then for I z I < R 
· (n) ( )k n.:.k Let Onk = an k . z,. - a a if k ~ n and ank = o if k > n. Then 
a:, a:, 
equation 8 can be regarded as a double series t I: ank. Three 
n=O k=O 
lemmas are needed at this time which will come after some definitions. 
Let cp(j,k) be a. nonnegative integer defined for J,k = 0,1, .... •, 
such that: 
:1 c:p(o,o) = o; 
11 cp(J,k) ~ c:p(J + 1,k), ,CJ,k). 5,C.1,k + 1); 
<. 
111 .cp(J,k) -+ a, with J t ko 
Examples of such functions are q,(J,k) = ma.x(J,k) and q,(J,k) = J + k. 
Pick any such cp and define A (c:p) = I: -~ 1k-, q,(J,k) < n. The sequence 
n J~k., -
(An (q,)) is monotone increasing. Suppose_ that it is bounded, then it 
has.a limit, see (14), call itA. Let t(J,k) be another :f'unction of 
the type of 9. It is desired that (A (+)} - A.. Since for all 
n-
n,A (cp) < A it would be nice if the same is true for A (t.). Let 
n .. - · n 
(9) 
ma.x q,C:l,k) = m(n) for +(J,k) ~ n, then l\n(n) (q,) is summed over all the 
a.Jk occurring in An(t) and possibly other a.Jk which meap.s that 
A (t) <. A ( )(cp) <A.as desiredo Hence it follows that 
n - m n -
* lim A . ( t ) = A < A. Now exchange t for cp and repeat the argument to 
:Q-tCO ll - . 
* * find that A < A so that A = A • 
The double sep:ies E E ajk' aJk ~· o, is said to be convergent if 
:f'or a particular choice of an admissable function ,rp(J,k) the corres-
ponding sequence {A (cp)J is bou.ndedo In this. case lim A (cp) = A is 
n ~· n 
called t}?.e sum of the series. The series is saicil. to be divergent if 
one such sequence is unbounded. The series I: I: OJk is said to be 
absolutel:y convergent i:f' E E aJk' aJk = laJkl is convergent. 
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The preceeding gives a method o:f' exhaustion which may be applied 
to double series with complex termso If I: E OJk is the given series 
and cp(J,k) is a function as defined in equation 9 and Wn (cp) = J~k OJk' 
cp(J,k) :Sn then it may happen that Wn(cp) exists but that lim Wn(cp) does 
not equal lim W ( 't) where the latter may or may not exist. . However 
. n 
under suitable restrictions something can be said. 
Lemma. 1. I:f'. EI: OJk is abeolutely convergent., then lim Wn(cp) = W exists 
:f'or every choice of cp ( J, k), and the limit is independent of cp. 
Proof. lwn+k(q>) -_Wn(cp)I = It Oi.11 :S tla1JI where n < cp (i,J) :Sn+ k 
an,d-t(Oi.11 = An+k(q>) - An(cp) ;hich goes to zero by Cauchys' criterion 
and because it 1=s given that E E a 1J is absolutely convergent. Hence 
tci Wn (cp ), = W exi1;JtS o . I:f' € > 0 ~d another function +(J,k) are given, 
select an n such that IA - -1\,n(t)I < e. I:f' m(n) is given as before then 
Am(n) (cp) - An (,t) < e:. Since lwm(n) (cp)-Wn (t) I =IE QiJ l:S ~la1 j I =Am(n) (cp) 
. . . . 
- An(+) wher_e. I: Qi.1 is comprised of those terms that app~ .,-henever 
max Cf>(J,k) = m(n) but not those terms that appear whenever t(J,k)::: n 
it is seen Jhat lim Wn(t) = w. 
Lemma 2. If' the double series is absolutely convergent, then 
Proof'. . It must be shown that each of the series SJ 
= 
0 0 0
, is convergent and that I: S 1 = W and that similar results hold :for j=O .i 
columns .. For any n,m 
and upon letting n ~ = it is noticed that the :first m series S j are 
absolutely convergent and that 
for every m which implies that equation 11 is absolutely convergent 
wi.:th sum not greater than Ao , Let q:>(,1.,k) = max(j,k) and E > 0 and 
choose n such that 
lw - w (q>) I < A - A (q:>) < e 
n - n 
where 
It is also known that 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
n I I: S ~ W {cp)j < A - A {cp) < E:o 
J=O J n n 
· (13) 
Now adding the appropriat.e parts of equations 12 and 13 gives 
(14) 
Columns a.re handl.ed in the same way after which the lemma :follows .. 
Now with respect to the double series in equation 8 and being 
cognizant of the preceeding lemmas it is noticed that the order of 
summation can be altered if the series is absolutely convergent .. 
'!'his will be true if and only if 
converges, that is, if I z - a I < R - I a I . Let this condition be 
satisfied and Sli111t 8 by columns instead te obtain 
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f(z) = t (z - a)k 1/k! "E n(n - l) 00 •(n - k + l)a. an-k. (16) 
k=O ri=k n 
For la.I < R ~ f(k)(a) k f(z) = I: · k' . (z - a) 
k=O • 
(17) 
since ;(k)(z) = ; n(n - l)•••(n - k + l)a. zn-k. 
n=k · n 
(18) 
(For the proof of equation 18 see Theorem 5.5.3 in (14)). 
Formula 17 represents f(z) in lz - al < R - la.I and the right side has 
a radius of convergence R. The sum of the series is a holomorphic a . 
function f(z;a) in the circle I z - al < R • Since lz - al < R - I al is a. . 
in the circle with radius R, f(z;a) = f(z) for lz - al< R - la.I and a 
lower and upper bound can be given for Ra. 
Lemma 3. R - lal < R < R + la.I• 
- a -
Proof. Since f(z;a) = f(z) for lz - al < R - la.I the left inequality 
llolds. For the other inequality suppose thlt R > la.I for if. R < (al 
•. a a -
then R < R + la.I and there is nothing to prov~. Hence z = O is in 
a-
both reg\ons of convergence where f(z;a) = f(z). That is, 
(19) 
for f!V'ery n. JJow the power series f(z;a) was derived from the power 
series f (z) by setting z = (z - a) + a and using equation 6 to 
rearrange the resulting double series in powera of (z - a) all of which 
was done under the assumption that the double series is absolutely 
convergent for I z I < R - I a I . Now apply the same technique to 
. a 
whicij can be thought of as a doub1!E! series 
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CCI CCI f(k) (a) k! n k-n 
I: I: · k! · n!{k-n) ! z (-a) 
k=O n=O 
(21) 
(k) n( )k-n where n z -a vanishes for n > k. Since it is assumed that the 
double series is absolutely convergent expression 21 becomes 
n 
CCI Z 
I: -, n. n=O k=n 
( -a)k-n. CCI /n\o)zn. () I: n!. = f z • 
n=O 
(22) 
The last eq,uality follows from equation 19. Hence the rearranged 
series at z = a rearranged again at z = O gives the original series. 
Since the radius of convergence of tbe original series is R, 
Ra - lal ~ R which is what was to be proved. 
That the two bounds for Ra are the best possible follows from a 
consideration of 
1 CD ll 
~ ... I: z • 
.L-Z 
n=O 
Here f(z,·a) = ! (z - ,a)n R = 11 - al and R = R 
" · ·n+l'. a 
n=O (1 - a) · a 
while Ra• R + lal if -1 <a< o. 
(23) 
- la( it O <a< l 
Lemma 4. The:t'unctions f(z) and f(z;a), defined by the equations 7 and 
17 respectively, coincide in their common domain of definition • 
.. Proof. It is obvious that f(z) and f(z;a) coincide in I z - at < R-la-(. 
. . 
It will now be shown that t(z) and f(z;a) coincide in a neighborhood ~f 
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b where lbl < R, R - la.I < lb - al < R • Let 
- a 
8 = min[min(R - lzl ), min(R - lz - al) 
z · z a 
where z ranges over [a., b] and choose points a = b0, b1 , ~ u, bn = b on the 
line segment [a,b] such that lbk - bk_1 ( < 5 fork= l,~$~, n. Since 
lb1 - al < o ~ R - la.I, f(z) = f(z;a) in some neighborhood of b1 . Now 
take equations 7 and 17 and rearrange about b1 obtaining 
( - b· )k ·d ~ f(k) (b1;a) (· - b· )k 
z 1 an k~O k! ,z 1 (24) 
respectively. The first series converges and represent f(z) .for 
z - b1 < R - lb1 I while the second converges and represents f{z;a) for 
I z - b1 I < Ra - I b1 - al • Yet the two power series are identical in 
that they have the same coefficients because f(z) and f(z;a) coincide 
in some n,eigh.borhood of b1 and have derivatives of all others. . That is 
f(k)(b1 ) = f(k)(b1;a) for all k. This power series represents f(z) in 
one circular disk and f(z;a) in another concentric disk. The two 
functions then have to coincide on the smaller of the two disks which 
will be denoted c1 • Its radius is at least o and b2 € c1 • Now 
rearrange the power series for f(z) and for f(z;a) about b2 . The 
rearranged series have identical coefficients which means that f(z) and 
f(z;a) coincide in a disk c2 about b 2 .. After this has been done n 
~imes·f(z) will agree with f(z;a.) in a disk C about b = b • Since b 
· . · -n · n 
was an arbitrary point within each circle of convergence the theorem 
is proved. 
If it happens that R > R - lal and i:f C lz - al < R , 
a . a a 
lizl < R then 
{
f(z), 
F(z):: · 
f(z;a.), 
(25) 
defines a holomorphi.c function in c0 U Ca. It is said that f(,:;;a) 
gives an analytic continuation of f(z) in ca'-...._c0 n ca • 
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. _ T4eoi-~. 6. Let· ~k(z) be any sequence (infinite) .of [N,M] Pe.de' 
approximants to a :rormal power series where· .W + M tend to infini t;y 
with k. If the IPk(z)I is uniformly bounded in any closed, simply-
connected domain D1 which contains the origin as an interior point and 
1 ' 
IPk(z)I- is uni:f'ormly·bounded in any closed, simply-connected domain 
D2, whica contains the origin aS""·-an interior point, then the Pk converge 
to a meromorphic function f(z) in the interior of D1 Un2 .. 
Proof. :p1 will be considered first. If 0cR, denotes an open disk with 
radius R about the origin then there exists a 0cR c n1 • That is if 
l I z I < R1 then z e: D1 • The Pk are uniformly bounded rational functions 
in D1 and therefore analytic in D1 and 0cR • By Theorem 5 the Pk ( z) 
·l 
converge to an analytic function r1 in 0cR. Now pick any a such that 
' l 
lal < R1 • Since the Pk(z) are analytic in a neighborhood of a, they 
'··~ 
.can ''be ·&i,anded in a power series about a. See Theorem 6.li-.1, page 201 
in 08). This power series 
has a radius of convergence R2 • I,.et CR denote the open disk with 
, a 2 
(26) 
center a and radius R2, then by Lemma 4, the power series representa-
tion of Pk(z) about a agrees with Pk on aCR n n1 •. As in Theorem 5 
' 2 
let I z - ~I ~ r < R2 where it is being assumed that acR2 c: D1 • Since, 
as in the proof of Theorem,, the 
and the coefficients 
p(n) (a) 
( ) k . . ~ n = n!. 
in equation 26 .are bounded uniformly in. k, 
IPk(z) - f 8Jt(n)(z-a)nl ~ E 18k(n)(z-a)nl ~ ~ W(r/R2)~ 
n=O 1'=J+l · n=J+l ·· 
which is less than e/2 if' J is auff'icieptly lFgeo There exists~ K 
such that k > K implies that 1' -t, M > J and by equ!!l,tiq:n 1 the first 
..... ' - ' 
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J + l power series terms are identical f'or aJ.;t. k > K4 Renee if' lt > K 
-
a.nd J ~ K a.nd. I z ... a I < r then 
IPk(z) - P/z)I ~ IPk(~) -1=08Jt(n)(z - a)nl 
+ IPJ(z) - n!oaJ(n)(z - a)nl ~. £/2 + e/2 = e 
which is again the C~µcby criterion for.the c9:nvergence of the $equence 
so that the Pk(z) converge to a f'2 (z) ana.J.yti9 in lz - al< R2 • If 
·~: > R1 - !al then r2 (z) is an extension of f 1 {z) in acR2 - 0c~ 
because they obviously (see Lemma 4) are equal in a CR n 0cR since b9th 
. 2 l 
S4"e limits of the sue sequence Pk ·111 1ih1s common doma.ino 
Now suppose that be D1 such t~t [O,b] is.in the interior of D1 • 
For each a E [O,b] choose an Ra such that aCR is contained in th~ 
•I .. , a 
interior of D1 -.. ~hinlt of [O,b] as the i;:ne segment with length li,I ~nd 
cover. [O,b] with ( (a - Ra' a + Ra) : a e [O,!l]}. Since [O,b] 1~ 
compact th.er~ exists ~ finite subcov~ ()f [O,l>]. Denote the subcover 
.The concept detailed above will bee used now. Relative to b CR .th.e 
' l l 
Pk a.re Ullif'ormly: bq~ded a.nd adittit tp a Ta.yldr series expansiOr::\ about'h;r· 
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As shown above Pk(z;'b1 ) = Pk(z) in 0cR0n b1CR1 and the limit function 
of Pk(z1,b1 ) and Pk(z) must agree on this common domain. Let 
Then if z ~ 0cR n b CR one has t 1 (z).,, r 2 (z) and the function F1 
0 1 1 
defined to be f1 in 0cR and f 2 in b CR"-( 0cR n b CR ) is an analytic 
,0 1 1 0 l l 
function in 0cR0U bl CRl. 
'•. 
Now consider b2cR~ in which the Pk are uniformly bounded. Hence 
the Pk can be expanded about b2 using Taylor serie~ and in this 
representation agreement ·with respect to Pk(zi;b1 ) is a state of being. 
Since the Pk(z1;b2 ) converge uniformly in b CR and agree with 
2 2 
Pk(z1 ;b1 } in b CR n o1°R the limit function of'.Pk(z1 ;b2 ), call it r2(z), 2 2 l . 
must agree with :r1 (z) in b CR n b CR. Hence the function F2 defined 
2 2 l 1 
to be F1 in 0cR U b CR and r 2 in b cR---(0cR U b CR) is analytic in 
0 1 1 2 2 0 1 1 
0cR U b CR U b CR • Continuing uptil b CR is treated analogously O 1 1 2 2 · · n n 
one gets that the Pk(b) converges to F(b) where F(b) is an analytic 
continua;t;ion of f1 (z) in 0cR • For any b ~ 1ntD1 there exists a poly-
0 
gonal line in. intD1 joining zero to b so that after a :finite number of 
computations, treatment of the finite number of line segments in the 
polygonal line" the Pk (b) ~ F(b) where F is an analytic continuation 
of f 1 • Since b was arbitrary the assertion follows. 
Now consider D2 and not~ce that [Pk(z)r1 :: [M,N] Pa.de' 
appi:_oximant. 'f.b.e [P~(z)r1 are umif'ormly bounded in D2 and hence 
analytic throughout n2 • By repeating the proof' abov~ but this time 
relative to D2 and the [Pk(z)r1 one c.~n show that the [Pk(z)]-l 
;o 
converge uniform.ly in the interior of D2 to an anaJ.ytic function g(z)o 
Now the [Pk{z)r1 will converge uniform.ly to 1/f(z) in the interior of 
D1 n D2 and 1/f(z) is analytic herein. The [Pk(z)r1 will converge 
i 
uniformly in the interior of D~1 n D2 to ·a function g(z) given by a 
power series which is an anaJ.ytic continuation of 1/ f( z). Hence the 
Pk(z) will converge uniformly to f{z) in the interior of D1 and to 
1/g(z), which is at worst meromorphic in the interior of D2 D1 n D2• 
See page 233 in (18). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 6 gives a rule of procedure in practice. Let a region 
'..i. 
be givE:n in the complex plane in which it is known ('based on physicaJ. 
irounds} that the function is meromorphic. J'or i:r;tstance the region 
might b.e a neigl;tborhood of a part of the real aqcis • If an infin;i. te 
sequence of' [NJM] Pad~' approxima.nts is given select an infinite sub-
sequence which satisfies the conditions of Theo!rem 6 in the given 
region. Then they will converge to the meromorphic function by 
Theorem 6. But in practiceJ finding this subsequence is a problem 
whenever Mand N tend to infinity. 
This theorem is the last one in this chapter on the general theory 
of the Pade' approxim~t method of approximati0n. Attention will now 
l/ 
be given to a :particular power series in conJunction with the Pad~" 
method. 
.C~III 
APPRQJIMATION OF THE SERIES ~F STIELTJES 
Introduction 
Physical phenomenon in a mat~ema.tics setting can often be reduced 
to a series of Stieltjes which offers motivation for the study of the 
series of StieltJes. 
Definition of Series of StieltJes 
A series of StieltJes is defined as 
f(z) = E fj(-z)J 
J==O . 
if and only if' there exists a. bounded non-decreasing function <p(u) 
taking on :!,.nfini tely many values in [ 0, o¢i) such that 
00 
fJ == J uJ.dC9(u). 
0 
.'fhe s.eries is not assumed convergent. Define 
f fm+l . m 
f 
m+l f m+2 • 
D(m,n) = det • 
fm+n :ftli+n+l . 
Now 2 implies that 
• • f m+n 
• • f m+n+l 
•' 
,, 
. • 
• 0 
f • 
m+2n • 
D(O,n) > 0 1 D(l,n). > O, n = O,l,2,•••. 
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(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
!fo see this consider the quadratic form 
which can be well considered by definition of the StieltJes integral. 
It is known that if a. quadratic form is positive de:finite then all 
of the principal o.iinor determ;nants are greater than zero an.d hence 
D(m,n) > o. See Theorem 9.13.2, page 256 in (16). 
Theorem l. . Let ~(x) = l(t(x.) "". f 0 + f1 x + • • ~+ fmxn + • 00 , 
· 2 · m n 
t(x) = c0 + c1x + c2x + ••• + Cmx + •••• If (-1) D(l,n) < 0 and 
·(-l)ll D(2,n) < O then if D a.re the D's formed by the reciprical. series 
t(x) the following relations hold: 
-( ) ( )n+l 
, D l,n = -1 D(l,n)/f~n+2 > 0 
~hich means that t(x) is a series of Stieltjes. See Theorem 5. 
Proo£. Consider the equations 
+ A1C + AhC +. 0 ,;,,~. n C + • • • . + Am'Crd m+n m+n-1 m m+n-h 
+ A1C h n 0m+n+l + • 
. • + Amcm+n-h+l · + • • 0 + AmCm+l m m+n 
• * • 
0 •· • • 
• • • 
(6) 
= 0 
= 0 
(7) 
C K'C . • • + AhC . + • •. .• + A nC . = O 
m+2+2n-l + m m+2n-2 · + 0 · m m+2p-l-h m m+p-1 
and set H = C 2 + .A?-c + • • • + Anc • m+ n m m+2n~l m m+n (8) 
Now .use Cramers ~ule with equations 7 and 8 in solving for A~, • 00 , A: 
to get, upon substitution into 8, . 
H = D(m,n)/D(m,n - 1). (9) 
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Now for a moment think that the f 1 in f(x) are g.iven and consider 
-f(x)Hx) = l, that is, 
1 = t 0c0 
0 = t 0c1 + t 1c0 
. . . 
• 
.. 
Again like in the preceeding it is seen that 
C = m 
f 
m-1 
f 
m 
;f 
m-1 
f 
m 
0 0 
f2 0 
• 
f 
m-2 . 
f 
m-1 • 
0 
" 
fo • 
0 
fm-2 .. 
f 
m-1 . 
0 0 0 
• • 0 
• 
•. • 
• .. fo 
• • l 
0 • 0 
. 0 0 
•, 0 
. . fo 
• • fl 
l fl fo . " 
0 f2 fl • . 
• 0 
• • 
0 f 
m-1 f m-2 • . 
0 f f 
m-1 • . = m 
0 f~+i(,,.l)m 
0 
• 
0 
0 
to 
• 0 
• 0 
. 
" 
• to 
• fl 
• 
The equation ll will be used soon. Regress again and suppose that 
(1 + A;(x) + • • 0 + A:(x)) f(x) "" (1 + ~(x) + • • • + Alxn))/f(x). 
(10) 
(11) 
Now by equation 8 the coefficient of xm+2n is H = 15(m,n)/D(m,n ~ 1). 
Consiq.er the product :f'(x) I: a;xm = l + A;(x) + • • • + A:(x) with the 
added requirements that H = a1 ,.. and a1 = a1 1 = •0 • = a1 2 1 = O. m+.:;n m+n m+n+ m+-n-
:Now the a~ for l ~ i '.: n are solved for by equating the coef:f'.icients of 
n l 
x, •••, X with~, 
m 
equations, that :ts, 
0 0 .. 
' 
For them+ n + l remaining 
(the system of' equations below will be referred to a~ (12) ) 
• l 
"" f'oao + 0 +•. •+ 0 + 0 +•. •+ 
. I 
0"" fn+la.O + fnai. +•••+ f a.• . O n+l + 0 +• ·~+ 
0 = fn+2a0 + fn+l8l +•. •+ f1a!+1 +fa• . o n+2 +•. •+ 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
• • ·• • 
0 ·, + f aj_ .+•. •+ f a' + f a• +· ~ •+ = f 1a m+n- o m+n .. 2 m-2 n+l in-3 m+2 
0 = f · a•· m+n O + f a• m+n-l l +• ••+ f a• m-3 m+l + f a• -m-4 m+2 +•. •+ 
• • • • 
" 
• • • • 0 • 
• 0 • .. 0 
O = f a•+ f a'+ 0 ~ 0 + t a• + 
m+2n-l O m+2n-2 1 m+n-2 m+l f a• +uo+ m+:n-3 m+? 
O ~ t a•. + t - . a'+•••+ f · a' + 
m+2n O' m+2n-l l m+n-3 m+l 
H is solved for (as before) to get 
fo 0 0 • .. ·o 0 
f f • • • fo 0 n+l n 
• • • 
0 .. • 
• 0 . 0 0 
H= ,f 
. m+2n f'm+2n .. 1 0 • 0 f 3' fm+n-4 m+n ... · 
f 0 0 0 • . 0 0 
:f'n+~ :f' 0 • 0 f 0 n 0 
• " • 
• 
.. 
e' • • 
• • ; • • 
f 
m+2n :f' m+2n-1 • 0 • fm+n-3 f .J+ ·rn+n 
t i..&'. +•. •+ 
m+n-+ m+I? 
• 0 • 0 l 
• • • 0 0 
~ ~ 
• • 
• • • 
• • 0 f n+l 0 
• 
.. 
• 0 0 
• • • b 0 
' .. • • 
•' • • 
,t • • 
• • . :f'n+l :f' 0 
= 
(-l)m+n+2E(m·,n) 
2 0 :r0E(111,r,.-l) 
But 
D(m,n)/D(~,n-1) = (-l)m+nE(m,n)/~E(m,n-i) 
0 + 0 
0 + 0 
0 + 0 
• • 
• • 
• • 
fa' O m+n-1 + 0 
f1ak+n-l + 0 
0 • 
• 0 
• • 
fa' + o 
n m+n-1 
t a• +Ht • 
. n+l ·.m+n-1 O 
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or 
2 . - · ·m n.(n+l) 
t 01i5(m,n~/ <.-1) n+ · 2 E(m,n) 
· · n(n-l) 
""f~(n-l)D(m,n-1)/(-l)m(n-l)i_ 2 E(m,n-l) (13) 
and it is noticed that the equality holdS when n is increased or 
decreased by unity. So if n = o, then; by equation 11, the following is 
true: 
(14) 
Hence, from 13 
n(n+l) 
= (-l)mn+ § E(m,n)/~+2n+l. (15) 
Also - n+l 
:n(n. +1) ~ ( ) ( ) ( ) E(l,n)/ .. +2n+l. D l,n = -1 .J. . 2 
.o (16) 
Now 
f f 
n+l n • 0 • fl fl • . .. f n+l 
f 
n+2 fn+l • • • f2 
• • 
E(l,n) 
"" • 
0 ,:~ • 
f2 • • • f 
: cn-t-1] n+2 
• • .. 
= (-l) T • .. -~ (17) 
.. 
• ~ • <I 
.. , 
• 
f2n+l f. 2n • • • f n+l 
[n2ll 
= (-l) D(l,n) 
where [(n.+ l)/2] is the greatest integer less than or equal (n + 1)/2. 
Hence 
n(n+l) cn+l1, 
D(l,n) = (-l)n+l (-l) ·2 (..J.) T.. D(l,n)/f~~+z. 
If n + l is odd then [(n + l)/2] = n/2 and (..J.)lp./2 )(n+l)~(-1)[61+1)'2] 
( )n(n+2)/2 (( )n+2)n/2 is -1 · = -1 · = lo On the other hand if n + l is 
even (-l)n(n+l)/2.(-l)[(n+J.)'2] = (-l)n((i:t+J¥2L(-1)6l+J.)'2 = (-l)(n+l)(; + }) 
we ) we ) ( ··)n+l ( )/ 2n+2 
= 1 and JJ l,n becomes JJ l,n = -1 •D l,n f 0 > o. (18) 
While if m = O and a~·= a.~+l = ••• = a2n-l .= O and e,~ = H., then 
E(O,n) = 
Hence 
f l ••• f() 
n+ c. 
f ,.., • 0 ... f ':2: 
n+c. ,/ 
f' 2n 
• 
• • ·• fn+l 
= (-l)(n/2] 
= (-l)[n/2] D(2,n -1). 
D(O,n) = (-l)n(n+l)/2 E(O,n)/f~n+l 
.. 
•.J • 
;6 
(19) 
= (-l)n(n+l)/2 (-1}n/2] D(2,n - 1)/f;n+l (20) 
where it _is seen that if n is even [n/~] = n/2 and (-l)n(n+l)/2 •.. (-l)<J:i/2) 
= (-1f/2Xn+2) = 1. But whenever n is odd, [n/2] = (n - 1)/2 and 
( Jn/2)(n+l) ( )n-1/2 ( Jn2+2n-,\/2 · 
-1 J' • -1 = -1 f · .q = -1. The last equality follows 
from the fact that i:f n = 2k + l an odd number then ((n2+ 2n - 1)/2) = 
(4k2 + 4k + l + 4k + 2 - 1)/2 which is [2(2k2 + 2k + 2k + 1)/2] = 
2(k2 + 2k) + l an odd number •. Therefore (-l)(p./if..n+l).(-l)n/2 = (-l)n ' 
and equation 20 becomes 
l5(o,n) = (-it ':0(2.,n - 1)/f~n+l (21) 
. -c . ) ( )k+l ( )/ 2k+3 which becomes, i:f k = n - l, D o,k + l = -l •. D 2.,k f 0 • 
) ( n+l ( / 2n+3 ·.• Since l5(o.,n + l = -1) - • D 2,n) f 0 > o, holds by hypotnesis, 21 is 
greater than zero. Therefore under the hypothesis it has been shown 
that the reciprical series is a series of StieltJes. Most of the above 
was done by Hadamard. . See pages 101 to 186 in (10). 
The importance of the inequalities in this theorem follows from the 
fact that D(M - N + l, N - l) > 0 for M > N - l ~ 0 :for a series of 
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Stieltjes. Now it will be shown that these determina.nta.1 inequalities 
. determine the location of all poles of any [N,N + J] Pa.de' approximant 
where J ~ -1. 
Theorem 2. If E fj(-z)J is a series of Stieltjes then the poles of the 
[N,N + J], where J. ~ -1, Fa.de' approxima.nts are on the negative real 
axis. Also, the poles of successive approximants interlace, and all of 
the residues are positive. Furthermore the roots of the numerator also 
interlace with those o:f' the denominator. 
Proof. Multiply the second column of the denominator in equation 3, 
Chapter II by x and then subtract it from the first coiumn. Continue in 
this manner until this has been done with the next to last and the last 
column. In this fashion the denominator of equation 3, Chapter II can 
be reduced to (22) 
f l+J + xf2+J f . 2+J + xf3+J • .. • rB+-.1 +·xfN+j+l 
:f'2+J + xf:3+J f3+J + xf4+J • • • f· + xfNI-J+2 . N+J+l 
'\ 
.. (14.) (N(~+J) • • 
• 
' 
.. .• 
f Nt-j + x:f NJ-l+J f lftj+l + xf Nt-J+2 • . • f2N+J-l + xf2l!l+J . 
To prove this one ~ght prbcede as follows. _The denominator of 
equation 3, Chapter II 'is 
::_f l+J ::. f2+j 0 ... ::. fN+j+l 
TI'2+J ::. f 3+J 0 • • + :f'N+J+2 
• • • 
' 
0 
0 0 .. • 
+f' If·+-J + f - N+J+l • 0 0 + f2N+J 
N ·· .. N-:L l X x-, 0 • • 0 
After :performing the ·o:p,rations mentioned this becomes 
• .. 
• • 
• .. 
~ (fN+J + x~N+J+l) . • • • - (f2N+J-l + xf2N+J )' 
0 • • • 0 1 
' 
or expanding about the last row one gets (23) 
+ xfN+J+l~ 
0 • 0 
• 
In order to get rid of the! in expression 23 which will therefore give 
the (-l)N(N+J) factor in expression 22 consider first that J + 1 is even 
and that N + J + 1: is even. There -are N rows in the FJ)ression 23 and' 
.. . 
by assumption N is even and N + J is· .odd. Hence there will be exactly 
N/2 different rows that begin with negative signs in expression 23. 
Likewise there will be the same number of columns with like beginnings 
· and after · (-1) is factored 01At · of 23 in the N/2 fore,;.mentioned rows each 
column will have a. constant sign for its elements'. !t'ha.t is, expression 
23 becomes (24) 
(fl+j + Xf2+·j) - (:f'2-t:J + xt3+J) ••• - (fN+J +xfN+J+J! 
(t'2+J + :1Cf3+J) - (f3+J + xf4+J) • • • - (fN+J+l +xfN+J+ 
_ (-l)N/2 • • 
• 0 
.. . 
• 
• 0 • ; 
fN+j + xfN+J+l> - (fN+J+i + xtN+J+a> 0 0 0 - (f2NtJ-l+xf2N+J) 
Now f~ctor (-1) N/2 times which will make the totality of signs in 
expression 24 po~itive to get 
(fN+J + xfN+J+l) • • • - (f2N+J-l+ xf2N+J) 
N· 
= (-1) D = D. 
But (-ll(N+J) = 1 since N is even and 23 is 22 in this case. 
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(25) 
Now suppose in 23 tha.t J + 1 is even and N + J + 1 is odd. Then 
N + J is even and N is odd. The number of rows beginning wi"t;h negative 
signs is (N - 1)/2 and there are after the above operations ha.ve been 
performed (N - 1)/2 (-:1) 1s to be factored from the columns. Hence 
expression 23 becomes 
(-l)N-l. D = D = (-l)N(N+J). D (2~) 
If in express~ori.23 it is assumed that J + l is odd and N + J + 1 
is odd then N is even and as before 23 b.ecomes 
• 
• 
(fN+j + xfN+J-1) • • • - (f2N+J-l + xf2N+J) 
= (~i)N/2+N/2 D = (-l)ND = l•~ = (-l)N(N+J).D • 
. And in the last case let J + l be odd and N + J + l be even. Then 
N is odd and N + J is odd which means that N(N + J) is too and 
(-1 l(N-lfJ) = -lo .AJ.so expression 23 becomes 
(-ll+l/2•(-l)N-1/2.D = (-1>2N/2D"" (-l)D = (-l)N(N+J)D. (27) 
Hence 22 is valid. 
Denote expression 22 ~ithout the sign ~.and the coaxial minor 
formed by striking off the last r rows and columns by A_ • Note that 
--w-r 
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A__ is the denominator for [N - r, N + j . - r]. ·· Theref ore the s equence 
-"N-r 
~, ~-l' ••• , A0 = 1 is a ·strum sequence, that · is, if~= O then ~-l 
and ~+l have opposite signs. In order to see this a l emma will be 
proved. 
Lemma 2.1 . The product of a determinant and any one of its minors Mis 
expressible as a sum of products of pairs of minors. The fir~t factors 
of the products are obtained by taking q rows in which the rows of Mare 
included and forming from them every minor of the qth order which 
contains Mand the second factor of any product is that minor which 
includes Mand the complementary of the first factor. The sign of any 
product is gotten by transforming the second factor so as to have its 
principal diagonal coincident with those of the two minors which it was 
formed to include, and then taking plus or minus according as the sum of 
the numbers indicating the rows and columns from which the first factor 
was formed is even or odd. 
Proof . Let la1nl be the given determinant and let the minor M be 
denoted la a 1 1 • pp p+ ,p+ • • a I . qq Let the q rows be the first q rows 
that include M. 
By the Laplace expansion, see Theorem 2.13.4, page 56 in (16), the 
product of I a1n I and M can be written as the following determinant, wher1e 
the determinant on the next page is a continuation of the deter minant 
below, 
all al2 . . . alp . .. 81.q ... ~n 0 0 
a21 a22 a2p . . . a2q ... a2n 0 . .. 0 (28) 
. . 
" . • . • 
• • . • • . • 
a p -1,1 a p-1,2 a p -1,p • • • a p -1 , q .. . a p-l,n 0 . .. 0 
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a a . . .. a • •• a • • • a . 0 ... 0 pl p2 pp pq pn 
. • :! • 
"'" 
~ 
• 0 • 
'"" 
• .• • 0 . • • • ;• • 1 • . • 
aql aq2 • • • a • 0 • a $."' -a. 0 ~"" . 0 qp qq qn 
a a. a· ••• a q+l,q • •• a q+l,n a 'O ii> l~ a q+l,l q+l,2 ••• q+l,p q+l,JP q+l,q 
• • ~ • . • . ,. • 
. • • 
•. 
• • " .. 
• 
.. . 
., 
• •· ~
anJ. an2 ~ q 0 a ... a. •• 0 a a ... a np nq nn np nq 
0 0 • • • 0 • • • 0 • •• 0 a • 0 • a pp pq 
,, 
• ~ . 
• " 
•., . .. • . 
' 
. ,. • • . I • 
0 0 • • 0 0 . . . 0 • •• 0 a qp ••• a qq 
where la.1nl is in the first n rows and columns with nothing but zero 
~lements below it. Expression 28 will also be called A. Notice that M 
is the compliment of la1nl in A and that the first q rows of la1nl are 
extended with zeros but that from row q + 1 ton the extension is com-
prised of the elements in columns p to q. In A the minor M occurs twice. 
Now add each element of the first row where M occurs first to each 
element of the first row where M occurs second and continue this process 
until all the rows in which M lies·· bas so been operated ·op~ Now sub-
tract each element in the first column of where the second M begins from 
the corresponding element in the first column where the first M begins. 
Continue u.ntil all such columns have been taken care of. ~he result is 
that A becomes 
all al2 0 0 q a l,p ••• alq ... a ln 0 o ·o o 0 
a~u a.22 • • • a2p ••• a • • • a2n 0 • 0 • 0 2,q 
• • . • 
,• 0 0 .. t." 
0 0 0 • • -! . • 0 (29) • • • .. • . 0 • ,, • 
a a 0 0 0 a O O ·O a , 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 p-1,l p-1,2 p-1,p p-1,q P-1,n 
a a ,0 0 Ct a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 ... 0 0 p,l p,2 P,P p,q p,n 
0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
0 0 0 0 .. .. .. ,. 0 .. 0 • 0 .. ~- . 
a a 0 ·~ 0 a O O 0 a • .. 0 a 0 • 0 .. 0 q,l q,,2 q,p q,q n,n 
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a . a 0 0 a . a a. . -
.q+l,l q+l,2 ••• 0 .o 0 • • 0 q+l,n q+l,p . ... q+l,q 
• 0 i • • • • ~ • 
0 • 
.. 0 · . 0 • .. • • 
• • 
' 
0 
'" 
0 ~ • 0 1;• • 
a 
nl an2 . ... 0 
•.... 0 • • • a a • •• a n,n np nq 
a ap2 • • • 0 • • • 0 • 0 • a a . ~. a pl pn pp pq 
0 0 
""' 
• ·~ • . • • 
.. 0 • .. • !~ ·• 0 
., 
" 0 • t • ,• • :" • • 1f ... 
a a ••• a l • •• 0 • •• .a a • •• aqq 0 ql q2 . q,p- qn qp 
Now if relative to the first q rows every minor of theqthorder is 
.:formed -in preparation to. finding the expansion of A as. a sum of products 
of complementary minors (La.places expansion) it is seen tmi.t, although 
the totality of such minors is exactly the same as for la.1nl' the only 
ones relevant are those that include M because all o:f' t~e others ·~ve 
complementaries which vanish. Now ea.ch of the completnentaries o':f' those 
thus taken includes·or contains the complementary of the same runor in 
I aln I and the selected minor besides a.nd each cpmplementary itself is a 
minor of. la1nl being formed from those n - P_ + 1 rows of 18i,nl which are 
made· from the n - q rows not included in the chosen q rows and the 
q - P + l rows in which M is located. But this sum of products is the 
sum o:Lproducts specified in the theorem a.nd since it is the equiv~ent 
of A a.nd of la1nl·Mthe lemma is proved. 
Now if A is symmetric then by the lemma 
2 A•A.. - = A.._ · A_ - A':" 
-'J.2,12 --:1.1 -'2.2 --:1.2 (30) 
whe're A is a given determinant and ~ 1,'\2,A22 are the respectiv~ 
minors of 91.i,a12;· and a22 • ~ 2, 12 is the minor formed by deleting the 
first and second columns arid rowso Now if~ = O then A and ~ 2, 12 
must have opposite signs. 
In order to locate the roots.notice the following rentaJ;'k~ If 
N(N+j) . j . . (--1) •QN(z) is the denominator given by equation } in Chapter II 
for the [N,N + J] approximant then Qi(o) = D(l + J,N - 1) > O for all N., 
Now Qf(z) = fl+J + xt2+j a.nd 
oc, k 
fk = l u d~(k) = D(k,O) > O 
0 
which implies tha£·the root of Qf (z) is real and negative9 Call it ~o 
Also 
fl+j + Of2+j 
t 2+j + Of:;+j 
. 2 
and by expression 22 and equation 30 is -(f2+J + zf;+J) < O where z is 
the root of Qf(z}. Q~(z) is a polynomial. of degree 2 and must therefore 
vanish between zero and the root of Qf(z). The coefficient of x2 is 
:: D(J + 2,1) 
and, since N is even, is greater than zero by expression 22. Hence as 
x goes to~= the second degree equation, ~1th lea.ding coefficient. 
positive, must become positive which means there are 2 negative real 
roots. . Let x! and x: denote the roots for Qg ( z). If 
fl+j + xf2+J t 2+J + xf;+J f;i+j + xf4+j 
Q~(x) ... f2+j + xf;i+j f;+J + xf1Hj f4+J + xt5+J 
f;+J + xf4+j f4+J + xf5+J :r5+J + xfG+j 
then Q~(O) ·= D(j + l,2) > O and if f 5+J+ xf6+J is put in the first 
column and first row and f 1 + xr2 " is put-·in the la.st row and column 
. . ~ ~ 
then Q; (x) remains exactly the same. Denote thi~ TQg (x). Assume that 
2 < 1 < 1. Lt 1 rm.en x2 . xi . x2 • e X = x2 o ~u 
J ( l) ( l ) J ( 1 ) J ( l) ( j ( l) )2 ( j ( l) )2 
-,fi3 x2 fl+J+x:;/2+J = TQ; x2 11 °TQ x2 22- TQ 3 x2 12 "" =, TQ x2 12 ' 
fl+j 
ln 
:f 
1. ··. 
since + x2:r2+j 2+,j + X:;;;/;+J. 
~l "" f2+J 
lf f3+j x~fl+-+,j -· 
o. 
+ X2. ;i+j + 
Now since fl+j + x!:r2+j > 0 (th:ts is because x! > xi) "19g ) rmJ1£rt; 
nega;tiveo Hence it must have a root x~ such tha·t x~ ,<: x:1 < Oo Yet 
when x: :::: :x:~ then f'l+J + :x:f2+j < 0 and TQ;(x) > 0 and there mu.st be a 
j( ) . . 1 . 2 root for TQ; x between x2 and x2 • Then the limit as x goes to minus 
infinity of the third degree polynomial Q~(x) becomes nega;tive a,nd thi.s 
is the last root (call it :x:~) of Q~(x). Now if ( =l)N(N~j) > Oi ·then t,he 
denominator which is a third degree equa,tion must become nega:ti.ve as x 
goes to ==o Of cou.rse if (-l)N(N+J) < 0 then the denominator is nega-
tive at zero and pos:i,tive at x~ and negative at x~ and the trinom:i.al 
will become posi·tive as x goes to negative infinity so t:ha,t again ·the 
2 th:Lrd root will occur some place smaller than x2 • Assume for N = k ·that 
the roots are as for N = 2 or N = 3 above and consider N = k + 1. 
Without loss of gen~raJ.ity assume that (-l}(N+l)(N+l+j) > o. Put 
:fk+N+l + xfN+2+j in the fir'?t colunm and row so that in TQ,i+1 (x) 
one ha~ Q~+l (x)11 = Q~(x) and Q~+l (x\2 , 12 ""Q~-l (x) where it is 
realized that fl+j + xf2+.j is in the la.st row and eolumno The d.eter 0 , 
min.ant stays the same in fulfilling this obligation, in that startir.ig 
with an interchange of the first and last columns and continuing wit;h 
·the second and next to last column being interchanged, it is noticed 
that there will be [n/2] interchanges, depending on whether n is oddQ 
Now, do the same thing with the rows@ Altogether there have been 
[n/2] + (n/2] interchanges and this means that the sign of the determi-
nant is the sameo 
Now fo;r. :x = Xi» Qi+l (x)ll "" Qi(:x:) ,,. 0 and Q~+l (x)l2;12""' Qiu,l (x)> 0 
since the first root of Qi,.,i (x) ;is to the l.eft of x;e Hence Q.~+l (x) is 
1 2 j 
negative and has a root between xN and O. Now at xN9 QN "" 0 and 
n 2 l 2 ( 2 l) QN-l < 0 since xN < xN-l which defines a root ~+le xN,xN@ 
' i ' 
Continuing in this manner until the last of the ~N have been passed .it 
is noted tha.t the leading coefficient (coef'ficient of' xN+l) is positive 
and if' N + 1 is odd., N is even, and under the assumption that 
(-ll(N-+;j) > O one has. that PN+l = (-l)(N+l)(N+l+j)Qi+l > 0 and as x 
goes to =°', PN+l will become nega.tiveo While if N +·.l is even PN+l is 
.nega;tive and st.ill a polynomial o:f degree N + 1 = 2k whic1' means that, 
as x tends to ..1», PN+l. will become positive which gives the la.st root of 
PN+l" This was done under the assumption .that (-1/N+l)(N+l+J) > o bu-t 
should it be otherwise an identical. arguement will validate the 
asse:rtiono 
In showing the positiveness of the residues it is helpful to show 
first that if (=l)N(~+J)pJ(z) is the numerator given in eq~ation; of 
. N 
Chapter II for the [N,N + j] Pa.de' approximant then 
Pi+1(z)Qi(z) = Pi(z)Qi+l(z) ~ (=z)2N+l+j[D(l+j,N)]2. (31) 
By equation 1, Chapter II 
(32) 
because the [N,N] Pade 11 approximant is considered i.n the determination 
ot the {N+l,N+l] approxima.nt. Multiply by Qi+l (z) to .obtain a poly= 
nomial of degree 2N + l + j and notice, on examination of this result, 
that only the coefficient of z2N+l+j does not vanish. To establish 
equation 31 this coefficient must be eval.ua:ted. The (2N + i + j )th 
coefficient in [N+l.~N+l+J] is ( =1)1+Jf2N+l+J since this 
agree with f(z) through the coefficient of z2N+l+J o In 
i·t is real:ized that P*(z)/Q;(z) agrees with f(z) for 
( 
.·· 2N+j ( j(, 2N+j+l. through z • Now in f z )QN z 111 the coefficient of z 1.s ghren 
by 
fl+j • • .fN+j 
9 ~ 0 ' 
.f~+j+l 
. 
• 
• 
f ••• f l = A Iil'+J 2N+J"" f2N+j 
fN j 1•••f2N ·. O + + +J 
where A is in 33 and (=l)l+j exists in the last addend ·to give 
' -' 
fN+j+l11u•yf2N+j their appropriate sign. Notice that (-l)N(N+J) has 
(34) 
been 1.tl.'vided out. And also be aware of, in the computa;t;:lon of A, that 
z in Q~(z) can be considered zero. 
Therefore 
f(z) 
2N+J+l 2N+j+2 A Z B Z +ooo 
'"' D(l+J~N"'.'l) + D(l+l/N=lJ 
(Polynomial of degree N with constant term l) 
D(l+,L,N=l) 
f l+j 
. 
• 
f' N+j+l 
. 
• 
.• ' 
. fN+J "• .f'2N+j+l f'2N+J 
f:tV+J+l o • o:f'2 ll'.f+J 0 
(f•lus a power series beginning with z2N+J+2 ). 
) 
Now the coef'f'icient o:f z2N+j+l o:f the left side must be the same as the 
right side. Hence the coefficient of z2N+j+l in F~(z)/Q;{z) is 
l+j ,-( ) '' ' J+l ' ) (' ' )l+j (=l) f::.rN+j+l D ;+j,,N-1 - (-1) r2N+J+l D(l+j,N-l - -l T 
which is 
fl+j oo• fN+j fN+j+l 
• " . • 
• • 0 
(-1/+J • • • fN+j 0 0 0 f2N+j-l f /D(l+J,N-1). .:2N+l (35) 
fN+j+l •• 0 f2N'.J 0 
This means that the coefficient of z2N+J+l in [N,N-J] must be expres-
sion 35. After subtracting [N,N+J] from [N+l,N+J+l] the coefficient of 
z2N+j+l becomes 
f l+j 
0 
( -l)j+l f D(l+J N-l) + (..J.)i+J 2N+J+l , ' 
• 
0 
So from equation 32 
Pi+l (z) 
Qi+1(z) 
( l)J+l D(l+J,N) 
"" - D(l+J,N-!) • 
0 G 0 
!,: 
•. s 
• 
••• f 
0 ... 0 
/D(l+J,N-1) 
where (z::tN+:2+J) stands for a power series beginning with a term contain-
ing no power of z less than z2N!:2+J. Now multiply by Qi+1 (z)Qi(z) to 
get 
pJ (z)QJ(z) - Qj (z) .,. (-l)J+l D(l+J,N) QJ (z)'.ij(z)~N+J,+l (36) 
N+l N N+l . · · D(l+J,N-lJ · N+~ N 
where the rest of the right portign .. o;f' the equality vanishes because the 
lef't side is a polynomial of at degree most z2N7l+.1.. .,Now for aJ,l 
z ~ o ~+1 (z) or Q,i(z) must vanish so that Q,i+1 (z)Q~(z) is meaningful 
only if z m O. But this implies that 
and equation 36 becomes 
wh:tch is equation 31. It is convenient to write 31 as 
P~+l (z) Pi(z) ( -z )2N+l+J [D(l+J ,N) ]2 (37) :::, 
Q~+l (z) Qi(z) Qi+l (z )Q~(z) 
The interlacing prope:irty implies t~at the residue at the first 
(going from right to left starting at the origin)root of Qi+l must be 
2 ''! posi~ive on the right because [D(l +JJN)] > 0 and QN is positive to 
the right of its first root x~ < xi+i· Now Qi+1 (x) is a polynomial of 
degree N + 1 which has for all its roots negative distinct values~ By 
a theorem» see (5), Q*+1 (x) ""A(x = xi+i)•••(x = x::i)· In a suffici-
ently small neighborhood N of xi+l equation: 37 is analytic except a-h 
xi+i • For all x e N» (x = {+1 ) > 0 for 1 = 2, ••• ,N + 1. Tb.is means 
that A is positive» for if x = xi+l > O then A(x - x~+l) • .,. (x = ~::~) > 
O or A > o. Also i:f zi+l < O then -z~+l > O and by page 239 in (18) 
· the residue 
which is 
(38) 
> o. (39) 
Hence the left side of equation 37 has a positive residue at zi!:1 ~ Now 
g~ by the first root of Q*(z) and only the first ro~t until th~ root 
2 . 1 2 J 
zN+l is reached. In the region from zN· to zN+l Q,N(z) <Oas is 
Qi+l (,z). Using the same residue theorem one gets 
(-zi+J. )2N+J+l[D(l+J,N]2 
> o. 
Continuing in this fashion one realizes that all of the. residues a.re 
positive. Since 
p~+l(z) 
Q~+l (z) 
P.j(z) k 
= + 
Q~(z) 
I 
pJ · (z) · 1 
and lim k+l , · (z - zk+l) is the r.esidue given in expression 39-
z-+zi+l QJ {z) k+l 
the residues of all Pade 1 approximants are positive. Consider 
which means tlutt P;(z~) > 0 because 
l 2 'N (z -'zN)/Qi(z) = 1/A(z - zN) ••• (z - zN) > o. 
Now at z;, (z - zi)/Q*(z) is negative and the residue is positive which 
means that P;(zi) < o. Hence P~(z) must have a n~ative real root 
. 1 2 · 
·between zN and zN. c.ontinue the argument to get that the first .N - l 
roots of~ interlace those first N roots of Q~. 
It is now convenient to prove a theorem which provides upper and 
lower bounds for the exact sum of a series of Stieltjes whether the 
series is convergent or not. 
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Theorem;. The Pade' approxima.nts for a ser~es of StieltJes satisfy 
the foli'owing inequalities where f(z), is the sum of the series 
E f J (-z )j, J ~. -1, and z is real and nonnegative: 
(-l)l+j([N+l,N+l+J] - [N,N+j]} > 0 
(-l)l+j([N,N+J] - [N-1,N+J+l]) > 0 
[N,N] ~ f 1 (z) ~ [N,N-1] 
[N,N]1 ~ ff (z) ~ [N.,N.-1]1 • 
These inequalities have the consequence that the [N.,N] 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(4;) 
and [N,N-1) 
sequences form the best upper and lower bounds obtainable from the 
[N,N + j] a.pproximants with a given number of coefficients and that the 
use of additional coefficients (higher N) improves the bounds. 
Expressions 40 and 41 are valid when differentiated if j > O in 40. 
-
Proof. By Theorem 2 and 37 whenever z ~ O Qi+l (z) •> O and Qi(z) > 0 
sotha.t 
or 
or 
(-l)l+J (-z)2N+l+j[D(l+J,N)]2 > 0 
Qi+l (z)Qi(z) --
(-1)1+J([N+l,N+l+J] - [N.,N+J]} ::'. O. 
In proving 41 first consider the following equation. 
p.l(z) QJ+2(z) N _ pJ+2(z) = O(z2N+j+l) 
N-1 QJ (z) N~l 
N 
wh.ich is a polynomial of degree 2N + J + l where only the coefficient 
•, . 
. '· 
. _ 2N+J+l . ] 
of z does not vanish. Since [N,N+j] and [N-l,N-l+J+2. both agree 
with f(z) for the first 2N+J places only their coefficients relative to 
2N+J+l . 
z · · must be calculated. Now if equation l in Cha.pter II is to be 
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satisfied, tbatis, 
Qi(z)f(z) - P;(z) = Az2N+J+l + ••• 
then 
Pi(z) J+l ·. · l+j • ".,: ) 
f(z) - J .= (( ... l) r2N+,1+iD(l.+J,N ... l)+(-l) · f O QN(z) · N+J+l O • • 
D(l+J,N-l) 
ti . 2N+j+l l . i b 1 1 1th 2if+.1+2 , i mes z , p us a power ser es eg nn ng w · . z .. · · ·, 
J ·, J 2N+J+l · Hence the coefti~ient i.n P1/z )/~N(z )· ~f z is as betore 
' I •' ' 
-(-1)1+J • 
• 
• 
t • 
• /D(l+~_,N-1).· 
I 
:f'N+J+l ••• o 
··Now 
p.1+2(z) . 
N-l , J+;t ' . . l+j 
f(z) - J+~ ,= ((-1) fgN+J+l:O(J+3,N~)+(~) . 
Q,N-l (z) . 
times (z2N+J+l/D(J + 3, N - 2)) +, (z2N+J+2 ). 
2N+J+l J+2 . j+2 · Hence the coefficient for z · in PN_1 (z)/QN_1 (z) is 
'fJ+3 ••• fN+J+l fN+J+2 
..... , 
~~ 
• 
•. . • 
,, l· • \ ., 
• • . 
-(-1/+J fN+j+l O • 0 f2N+J-l f /D(J + 3, N - 2). 2~+j 
fN+J+2••• f2N+J 0 
Therefore 
or 
(44) 
. . } 
(45) 
__ ,( '\t;\j ( ) J( i)...,J+2(.) J(' "'J +2'.) (44) (4 )] 2N+J+l ~ Z""N-l z "'.' QN z rN-1 z = QN z""'N-+ \z [. - 5 z , (47) 
I 
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where it is necessary to coneider only Q;(o)Qi .. i (o) since otherwise 47 
.'. . ., aN+J+l 
would not be a polynomial with one term in z · • As was done for 
expression 22 one gets 
and 47 becomes 
fJ+3 ••• fn+J+l f ' fl+j o,.fN+J fN+J+l N+J+2 
• 
'" • • • 
... • . 
• • • • • • • 
. .
• . • .. • ,., 'I! • (-l)l+j 
rN+J+l • ·.. t2~+.1 .. 1 :f'2N+J -(-1f+J fN+l ••.• :f'2N+J-lf2N+J 
fN+J+2 ••• f2N+j 0 fN+J+l O • .f2-N+J 0 
0 
D(J+3,N-2) . D(l+tl,N-l) 
times D(l+J,N-l).D(J+3,N-2)z2N+j+l 
illl [( .. l)l+JD(l+J,N..J.) 'f .. (-l)l+JD(J+3,N ... 2) L]z2N+..1+l.,_ (48) 
Now 
and 
so th9:t 48: becomes 
T = _D(~+3,N-l)-f2N+J+lD(J+3,N-2) 
L = D(J+l,N) - r2N+J+lD(l+J,N-l) 
z2N+J+l(-l )l+J [D(l+j ,N,:l )D(J+3,N-l) .. :f'2N+J+l D(3+3,N-2.)D(l+J,l-l) 
. - D(J+3,N-2)D(J+l,N) + f 2N+J+lD(l+J,N-l)D(J+3,N-;3)] 
= (-1 )l+J[D(l+J,N-l)D(J+3,N-l) - D(J+3,N-2)D(J+l,N) ]z2N+J+l. (49) 
And from 4 7 one has 
pJ+2(z) 
N-l . = (-z)2N+j+l [D(l+J,N-l)D(3+J,N-l)-D(J+3,N-2)D(J+l,N)] 
1+2 ' l J+2 Q., (z ) · Q., ( z )Q ( z ) N-l N · N-1 (50) 
If 
f3+J 
A= D(l+J,N) = • 
0 
0 
f2+J 
f3+J 
f4+j 
• 
0 
• 
f3+J •• 0 
f4+J .~. ~ .. 
f5+j .... 
• 
• .. 
• • 
flf;-J.+j fi+J f'N+J+l 
f'N+J f'N+J+l fN-t-:J+2 
fN+J+l :f' NtJ+2 f . N+J+3 
• • 
• • 
. 
. 5; 
fN+j-l fN+j fN+J+l 0 0 0 f 2N+J-4 f 2N+J-3 f' 2N+j-2 
fN . f fN+J+2 0 •• f2N+J-3 f2N+J-2 f ' -t,j N+J+l 2N+J-l (51) 
fN+j+l fN+j+2 fN+,J+3 • 0 • f 2N+J-2 f 2N+J-l 'f 2N+J 
then by changing the second and last co;L.umn and then the second and 
last row 51 becomes 
fl+J fN+J+l f3+J ••• fN-l+J fN:+J f~+J 
.fN+J+l f2N+J fN+J+3 ••• :f2N+j-2 f2N+j-l fN+j+2 
f3+J fN+J+3 f5+J ••• fN+J+l :f'N+j+2 f4-i:J 
• " 
• • (52) 
• . . . ~ 
f N+J-1 f2N+J ... 2 fN+j+l ••• f2N+J...4 faN+J-3 fN+J 
:t'N+J f2N+J .1 :f'N+J+2 ••• f2N+J-3 . f2N+J-2 :f'NtJ+l 
f2+j fN+j+2 f4+J ••• fN+J fN+J+l f 3+J • 
The value of A has not changed and likewise for A11• Now by 
exchanging the last and next to last column and so on until the next to 
the last column is in the last column there will have been N - 2 inter-
changes for both A and A11 • Now perform identical transformation on 
the rows. There will be N - 2 of these. And again the A and ~l have 
had N - 2 interchanges of rows. Hence A and ~l have had 2(N - 2) sign 
changes and remain the same. Notice that in 51, \i = D(3+J,N-l), and 
after all of these transformation.a it still is but now A22 = D(3+J,N-2) 
and also after these transformations ~ 2, 12 is D(3+J,N-2).· Using 30, 
that is, 0 < Aia = -\i A22 - A•A12,12 the quantity in brackets of 50 is 
., . . . . l+J 
seen to be positive. The Q's are positive for z,::: 0 so that (-1) · 
multiplied on the right of 50 is a nonnegative number. This proves 41. 
Now· repeated appl;.ication of 41 shows one how to bound [N,N+.1] by the 
first 2N,+ j power series terms. That is 
(-l)l+j([N.,N+J] - [N-1,N+J+l]J > 0 
(-l)~+J+2([N-l,N+J+l] - [N-2,N+.1+2]] _::: 0 
( .. l)l+j+4([N-2.,NtJ+2] "f'. [N-3,N+.1+3]} _::: 0 
• 
.. . 
(-l)l+J+a(N-l)([l.,2N+j-l] - [0.,2N+J]} _::: 0 
and upon adding, the terms telescope and becor:Qe 
(-l)l+j([N,N+j] - [0,2N+j]J _::: O. 
If J is even [N,N+j] - [O,N2+j_] ~ O or [N,N+j] ~ [0,2N+j] and it is 
· noticed that the right side o:f' the inequality is the first 2N+J terms 
of the power series of which the approximants are calculated. Now 
P~(z)Qi1 (z) - Q~(z,>Pi1 (z). (53) 
ial th . · 2N O ( )/ 0 ( ) is a. polynom wi on:e term in z and PN z _QN z. has for its 
2N • -l ( )/ -l ( ) . coefficient f 2N. Now the coefficient of z· in PN z QN z will be 
computed as before from l in Chapter II. Since 
Qi1(z)f(z) - P'{((z) = Az2N + Bz2N+l + • ... 
·. aw 
the coefficient A of z is .· 
ro ••• fN-1. fN 
f 2~(0,N-1)+ • •• • • • • • .. 
• 0 • 
f N ••• f2N-l 0 • 
Now (f(z) ... P'{((z)/O.'{((z)) = (Az2N + Bz2~+1+ ••• )/Qi1(z) so that the 
. 2N -1c >,-· -1< > coefficient of z in PN z _· QN z is as before 
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fO " • ., fN 
- : "• ! /D(O,N-l;) • 
0 ' •. 
Since 
fo ... fN 
• • • { 2N+l) 
• , • ) 2N+.z ·. 
• • • ' z 
fN .... o .. 
D(O,N-l) 
D(O,N) . 2N ·( 2N+l) 
= D(O,li-1} z . + .. z 
or 
1 0 Now Q; (z)QN(z.)D(O,N)/D{O.,N-1) cannot have a. term in z. Therefore it :ts 
' -1 0 
only necessary to evaluate QN (z ~Qiz) at zero for otherwise there would 
. 2N . 
be z terms which would raise the power of z . so that a contradiction 
~ . .• 
to 53 arises, that is, the product in the coefficient must vanish 
whenever. z is involved but will not necessarily so vanish when z is not 
·involved and this is when 
O -1 QN(z)QN (z). =. D{l,N-l)D(O,N-1). 
Hence 54 is 
or 
or [N,N] ;:: [N,N-1]. Now from 4o, when J = ~, [N+l,N] .~ [N,N-1] so 
that ([N,N-1]} is monotonic increasing. H~nce [2,ll ~ [l,O] or 
(55) 
(N,N-1] > O for every N which make, [N,N] > [l,O] for every N. For 
- -
- · 0 0 
every a > o, and since by Theorem 2, Chapter II the PN(z - a)/QN(z - a) 
is the [N,N] approximant to f(z - a) and since the [N,N] are monotone 
decreasing by 40 with .1 == O alld uniformly bounded in lz - al S a since 
[N,Nl S [l,l] tor all z the Pa.de' approximants converge to an analytic 
function g(z) 'by Theorem 5 in Chapter II. Likewise [N,N ... l] evaluated 
at (z - a) where lz - al ~ a is uniformly bounded by [1;'1] and must 
also converge to an analytic function h(z). By 41 [N.,N] S [0,2N] a:p.d 
[N,N-l]··-~ [0~2N-l·]. · If [0,2N]-+ f 1 (z) and [0,2N-l] ... f 1 (z) then since· 
[0,2N-l] ~· [N,N-1] ~ [N,N] ~ ~0,2N] one gets h(z) = f 1 (z) = g(z). 
Hence [N,N-1] ~ f 1 (z).~ [N,N]. 
Now ,differentiate 55 and obtain 
Q~(z)Qi1 (z) Nz2N-lD(O,N)D(l,N-l)-z2ND(O,N)D(l,N-l)[Q~(z)(Q;1(z))'] 
[Q~(z )Q;/ (z) ]2 
+ Q~{z )Qi1 (z) : Nz2N-lD{O,N)D(l,N-l)-z2ND(O,N)D(l,N-l)[QN1 (z )(Q~(z))'] 
o -1 2 . . 
[Q,N(z )QN ( z)] 
the numerator of which is 
=· D(O,N)D(l,N~l)[2Nz2N~~Nl _z2NQ:(z )(Q'i/(z) ) 1 -+Q.N1 (z )(Q.~(z)) 1z21] 
=D(O,N)D(~,N..J.)z2N-l[2Na~;1 -Q~(z)(QN1 (z)-D(O,N))-Qi(zX~(z)-D(l,N+l))] 
=D( 0, N )D(l, N-1 )z21 ..J.[Q~QN1(N-l )-+Q.)( 0, N)-+Q.~~ (N-1 )-+Q.;i1D(l,N+l)] 
' ' 
which is greater than or equal.to zero·so that in using 55 one has 
Now differentiate [N,N+j] - [N-1,N+J+l] to obtain 
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~ Theorem 7 on page 17 in (8) the coef'ficients of both Q~:i(z) and 
Q;(z) are all positive so that ~i:i(z) - z(Qi:i(z)f~ 0 where it is 
reali~ed that the coefficients of Qi:i(z) are multiplied by N and 
z(Qi:i(z))' is Qi:i(z) minus its constant term with the exception that 
each coefficient in z(Qi:i(z)) 0 is 1JN of the coefficient in Qi:i(z) 
minus its constant where it is assumed tbat.i < N. Hence (-l)l+J times 
56 is positive and 
(-1)1+J([N,N+j] 1 - [N-1,N+J+l]'} ~ O. (57) 
Now differentiate [N+l,N+l+J]-[N,N+j] ~o obtain 
(-1)1+Jk[Qi+1 {z )Qi(z )2Nz2N-l _z2N(Qi+l (z){Q;(z)) '+Qi{z )(Qi+l (z,)),)] 
[Qi(z )Qi+1 {z)] 
==(-1 )1+Jklz~UV-l[Qi+l ~z) (~i(z )-z(Q~(z)) • )+Q;(z ).{mi(z )-z(Qi+l {z) )•)] 
Which by an identical arguement as above implies that 
{-l)l,+J([N+l,N+j+l]' - [N,~+J]'}~ 0 if j .~ O. (58) 
If J = -1 and N == 0 then upon differentiating as above one gets 
[k/Q;-{z)Q:_;!1 (z)][O - positive number,] and ·58 would not ·be valid. 
· -As argued for th.e- approxima.nts the ( [N.,N] •} is monotonically decreasing 
as long a.s N ~ 1 and since they converge to g' {z) by Theorem 6.8.2, 
page 226 in (18) [N,Nl' ~fi(z)~ ·Also ai argued for ([N,N-1]), 
( [N;N-11} is asserted to be monotonic increasing and they too ..-ust 
converge to h • (z). Hence 
[N,N]' ~ :f'i(z) ~ [N,N:-1]' fi(z)•h.'(z) or fi(z)=g'(z)'° 
This completes the proof . of Theorem:· 3. ·. .. 
The following theorem is the last theorem directly related to Pade' 
approxima.nts in this chapter and itis the climax of what has al.ready 
act~ly been proyed relative to the Pade' method. Although it must 
quickly be added. that there are some eonJectures with partial p~oofs, 
which· is the substance of the last chapter,which wil).. fol;t.ow after the 
rest .. of the big momen~ p~oblem is solved which is. Theorem 5. 
Theorem 4. Any sequence of [N,N+J] PadeQ a.pproximants for series of 
~t::t.eltjes :converges to an analytic function in the cut complex plane 
· (-~ ~ z ~ o). If the fp are a convergent series with a radius of 
convergence R, then any [N,N+j] sequence converges in the cut plane 
( ..ao === z ~ -R) to the anal.ytic function defined by the power series. 
Proo.f" The first thing to notice is .that the sequence [~3 N+,1] is 
strictly monotonic decreasing for J even and for real positive z by 4o. 
If j _ is even then from 4o and 41 one has 
[N+l,N+l+j] < [N,N+j] < [N-1,N'+j+l] '"' [N-l,N-l+j+2]o (59) 
~ - ,· 
So for a given [M,M+k] with k even one can well consider N - l = M 
and j + 2 = ko In this case 
[M.vM+k] = [N-1,N=l+.1+2] = '[N-1,N+J+l] > [N+l;N+l+J] 
- ' 
since ,1 is even and 59 is val.id. Now [N+l,;N+l+j] = ,[N+l.,N+3+.1-2l and 
j - 2 is even. Therefore., again ustng 59, 
[N+3,~+3+j-2]:: [N+l,N+l+j] :'.:: [N-i,N-l+j+2] • [M,M+k]. 
Similarly one gets 
[N+5,N+5+j-4] :: [N+3,N+3+j~2] :: ••• ::: [M,M'.+k]. 
Since j. is. even, after a :finite number of steps one will have 
[N+Nl'N+N1 + J:"'j] = [N+Ni~N+N1 ] :::. [M.,M+k] • . l3;y 51 
[N+N1,N+N1 ] ""[~,N] ~ [N,N-l] ~ [l,O] 
. 
where N = N + N1 and the monotonicity of [N,N-1) is used.· lience the 
[N,N+J] are decreasing and bounded below by [l,O]. 
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On the other hand if j is odd, J + 1 is even and 
[N+l,N+l+J] ;:: [N-1,N+J+ll _= [N-l,N-l+J+2]. (60) 
Let [M,M+k] be given and set M = N - land J + 2 = k where k is odd and 
J + 2 is odd. Then from 58 [M,M+k] = [N~l,N-l+j+2] :: [N+l.,N+l+j] and 
[N+l,N+l+j] ::: [N+3,N+3+J-2] ~ ••• ::: [N+N1 »N+N1 -1] the. N+N1 -1 coming 
about. since in ea.ch case an even number .2 is being subtracted from an 
odd.·nu.mber J. By 42 [N,N-1] ;:: [N,N] and [N.,N] is monotonic decree.sing 
which means [N.,N]::: [1,1] or the.t [M.,M+k] ::': [1.,1]. Hence if J is odd 
[M,M+k] is monotonic increasing and bounded above by [l,l]. By the 
.. ' 
. Bolza.no-Weierstrass Theorem for every. real point these sequences 
converge. The assertion 
,l[N,N+J]I < I ~ f (-zll + lzll+Jfl+" for B(z) ~. 0 (61) 
. P=O p "' 
will be shown to follow from 6.flleorem 2. Write 
[N,N+J] = f f (-zl+ (-z)1+J ; f\/Cl+7. z)., 13 . > o, 7P > o, (62) 
· · P==O p P=l . p . p 
which can be done by partial. -fractions and Theorem 2, which states that 
the residues are positive and the poles are negative. Notice tllat 
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[N, N+J] agrees with f for 2N+j+l places so that Pi(z)/Qi(z) can be 
j ( )P ( )l+j[ . N-1]/ J( ) written as !: fp -z + -z a0+a1z+ ••• +aN·-lz . ~ z • The second P=O · . 
factor of the last term is the ratio of a polynomial of degree less 
than the degree of the donominator to the denominator which by the 
theory of rational fractions, as can be found in undergraduate calculus 
. N 
books, ca.n be written as !: i, li+r. z where the ·{3 >O by Theorem 2. 
P=l P' p p 
That is, 
·lim (z+l/71 ) ff (-z)Pr(-z)l+j(z+1/11 )t,1/~1 (z+l/r1 )+(-z)1+j 
z..,.-l/ 71 pmO p 
times (z+l/11 ) .~ t, /(1+7 z), = li/r1 f+J131/11> 0 and 1. > 0 by Theorem 2 p=2 p p . p 
too. l{ence, .. 
I [N,N+J]I :5 I t f(-zll+lzl1+J .f ~1/ti+r'hzl 
· . P=O p P=l T J:' 
and since R(z) > O this means that 
- . 
l[N,N+J]! ~I~ f (-zl+tzl~+j EI:,• 
p=O p ' p=l P 
([N,N+J1 - · ~ iPP(-z) )/ (-z)j+l= ft, /(1tr.:·z) 
P=O pcl p p 
Now 
2N+l f ( )p ·( 2N+j+l))/( )J+l N R /(1 ) I: -z +. z -z = I: .., : +7 z .. 
P=J+l p . P=l p p 
and 
.Evaluate 64 at zero to obtain f j+l = ~ ~p so that 63 becomes 
potl. 
If R(z)<O the absolute value of the denominators ~n the preceeding 
are larger than f 7pim(z)f since if z=a+bi then 
!l+r. zf = !l+r a+r bif = ((1+7. a)2+(r. b)2 )1:f2 > ((7. b)2 )1./2 p 'pp. p p - p 
which is )7pim(z),. Hence [N,N+J] :5 ,p!ofP(-z)Pf+fzll+j/Jim(z)! 
plus l- f3 .11. • Yet for the. coefficient of the largest power of z, 
p=l. /1 p . 
that is, the coefficient of zN+j, from expression 3 chapter 2 is 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
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(D(J,N)/J?(l+J;1N=l)) > 0 since all D(N,M) > Oo Now 
[ N, N+ j ] = " f f ( -z l + ( ~z ) J ; t3 ( -z ) / ( 1 +7Pz ) 
p=O P p=l p · 
= ~ fp(-zl+(-zi, ~ (..f3p/1p+f,p/1.j(l+7pz)) 
p=O · p,...l . 
= j'Elf (-z)P+(-z)J(fJ= ~ f:} /7 )+ ~ (-z) (f3 /7. )/(1+7 z) 
P=O p P=l p p p=l p p p 
so that the coefficient of (-z)j which is the highest power of z in 
[N,N+J] is f .. - ~ f:3 /r = D(J,N)/D(l+J,N-l) > o. Therefore if R(z) < O 
"" p=l p p . 
J [N,N+J]j ::: ~ f'p(-zl+f'jfZ!l+j/(Im(z)i.. (66) 
' . p~ '. 
If j = -l,[~,N-1] = ~ ~ /(l+r. z) < r0/Im(z)o And if Im(z) >·8, when p=l p p - ' 
R(z) < o, then l [N,N+Jll S 1 f fp(-zlj+fJf zll+J/5 and if' R(z) _::: O 
p=O 
,:;hen l [N,N+J]j :::: lpiofP(-zl1+1z1l+jfl+J so that in A .. fz:Im(z) ~ 8 
and R(z) < O} where A is compact t,h'e r [N»N+J]J is uniformly bounded 
independent of N. Consider O < x0 < co so that in 1z-x01:::: x0 every 
[N,N+J] a.pproximant is uniformly bounded by say w. As was shown in 
Theorem 5 chapter 2 the [N,N+j], since they are uniformly bounded 
i:ati.onal functions which must thus be analytic and admit to a. Taylor 
series expansion in l z-x01 :::; x, can be made "to satisfy t.he following 
inequality uniformly in N: j[NyN+J]- ~ an(z)nj < ~ > o. In this 
D.;:0 
k n • inequaJ.ity t a (z) is the firs,:;, k terms of' the power series ex-
n=O n 
pansion of [N,N+J]. In using Taylors theorem wi,:;,h remainder one has 
g(x) = [N,N+J](x) = [N,N+j](x0 )+ ~ [N,N+J](k)(x0 )(x=x0 )k/k! 
k""l .. . 
plus [N_.N+J](n+l)(i;Hx=x0)n+l/(n+l)! where I; is between x and x0 • 
Hence [N,N+j](x0 ) = g(x0 ). Now if tis allowed to vary, then 
g(x0+t) = g(x0 )+tg (l) (x0 )+g (2 ) (x0+et )t2 /2 where 
o < "& < 1. Take the first differ enc~ of both sides, see pages 2 and 
58 in (9) and Theotem 4 page 8 ih (12), to obtain 
. ' . . (1) , (2) 2 (2) 
g(xo+.h+t)-e;(x0+t) = g · (f0 )+[s (x0+e(t+h)(t+h) -g 
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of (x0+et)t2 ]/2. (67) 
Notice that vtg(l)(x0 ) = g(l)(x0)v(t) = g(l)(x0 ) and that the 
brack~ts follow :f'rdm.dif:ferebcing g 2(x0+9t)t.2/2. Now let t = 0 and 
67 becomes 
g(x0+h)-g(x0 ) = g(l)(x0 )+g(2 )(x0-reh)h/2 = g(l)(x0 )+g(2 )(x0+9h)h/2. 
In general [N,N+j](x0+t) = g(x0+t) 
(1) 2 (2) n (n) n+l 
= g(xo)+tg . (xo)+(t /2)g .. (xo)+ ••• +(t /nng . (xo)+(t · /(n+l)!) 
n+l( ) times g 1. xo+et (68) 
where O < a < l. Now take the nth difference of both sides where the 
difference is hand tis thought of as a variable to get~ 
~/g(xo+t) = vn(tn/nOg(n)(xo)+vn(tn+l)/(n+l)!)g(n+l)(xo+at) (69) 
n k nk nn 
since vex = cv x = c.o = 0 if k < n. AJ.so v t = n! so that 69 
becomes E (-ll(ll)g(x0+t+(n-r)h) 
r=O 
= g(n) (x0 )+ £ (-1>2' (~ )gn+l) (x0+0 (t+(n-r )h)(p,-r )/ (n+l) !)h)°+1 • 
r=O 
Lev t = O ~o obtain 
gn(x0 ) = E (-l)r(¥)g(x0+(n-r)h}<hn+l/(n+l)!) ~ (-l)r(¥) 
r=O r=O 
times g(n+l)(x0+9 (n-r)h)(n-r)n+l 
or 
(70) 
of which can be found on page 187 Theorem 5,15.1 in (18). Write 70 
in the following way 
gn(x0 )- ~ (..:1?(¥)g(x0+(n-r)h) :S (W(n+1Hhn+l/(n+l)tx0n+l) 
r=O 
n (n) n+l times ~ r 1n-r1 
r=O · · 
~ (Whn+l/x n+1) 0 n+1 ~ (¥) 
· r=O 
~ (Whn+l/xon+l)nn+l2n. (71) 
Hence ( I (z-x0) I n/n.01 mf € )g (n) (x0 )-mte:) ~ (-ll (¥)g(x0+(n-r )h)! 
' · n=O n==O r=O · 
<W/ .m(e)hn+12n n+lu _ .un/ .r;../ ') 
_ x0 r: n ,z x0 , x0 l~ n. 
n=O 
1Mf~)g(n)(x0 )1Cz-x0 )n/n!)-~~) ~ (-l)r(¥)g(x0+(n-r)h 
·n~o · n=O r=O 
< w2m(e) ( )m(e)+l,,.. n n _ .. ,.n/. n 
- m lfZ ~ 'E ' z xo i '·o 
r=O 
:S w2m(E)m(€)m(e)+lh/(xo"'iz~xof) (72) 
where it has been assumed that h < l so thathm(Et)+l< hand 
n ~/ . m n/ n /( / ) 
'Z-Xof < XO which gives r: 'Z-Xo1 . XO< E I Z=Xol Xo = 1 1-rz-xol XO 
r=O r=O . 
equals xJ (x0 .:..j z ... x0,. Now as 'WfiiS Sl!en in the proof of Theorem 5 chaptEtt 
2 there exis¥s an m(e) such that J [N,N-1-J](z)-mf ~)g(n)(x0 )(z .. x0)n/n!f 
n=O . . . 
is leiss than €./ 6 uniformly in N. And 
I (N,N+J ](z )-1 ~ )g (n) (x0 )(z-x0 )° /n!+mf E: )g (n) (x0 ) (z-x0 )n /n! _ 
n~o · n=O 
m(e) m ( l)r(n) ( ( .. )h( )n/ , !: 'E - . r g x0+ n-:r . z-x0 n.·, 
n;:0 r=O · · 
~ e/6+c/6 = ,/3 
where the second G./ 6 is gotten by, a.ft er having first found m( e:), 
; 
solving f'or h in 81 which is W2m(e)m(e)m(e)h/(x0 -f z-x0,) < t/6. 
The [N,N+j](z) = g(z) converge uniformly by Theorem 5 chapter 2 to 
an analytic function •. If N(c) is picked sufficiently large so that 
fort= o, ••• , m(e:) l[N1,N1+j](x0+th)~[N2 ,N2+J](x0+th)' 
~ (e/3m(e)2m(e:))2t~l-l/(21r1n+l/(n+l)-1r1n+l/(n+l)) 
"Chen 2e./3 > [l'i1 ,N1+j ](z )-[N2,N2+:J ](z) -
mfi) ~ {g1 (n)(x0+(n-r)h))-(g2 {n)(x0+(n-r)h1nt)(z-x0 )n(-l?(i!"))I 
n=O n=O 
. -~ 1 [Nl,Nl+J](z)-[N2,N2.+j](z)J-
' :~:) r~O (-it(¥) (z-x0 )n/n1 ),~e/2m(E >:;m(E) )(21 r1/ (n+l)-1/ (n+l)/ 
(2jrln+J/(n+l)i)~trln+l/(n+l)!)j 
' '' I I 
= f [N1 ,N1 +J ](z )-[N2,N2+J ](z) I -( e/2m(e: >;m(e:)) times 
m.fe:) n , 
1n=O r~0(-ll ~ Hr )n/n! (21 r1/ (n+l\-r/ (n+l) )/ (2! rf n+l _lrf n+3)/ (n+l)! )f 
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t [N1 ,N1 +J](z )-[N2 ,N2+.1 ](z) f-(e/3m(,e: )f mf') ~ (-1? (I!') l ~ ( e:/3m(e )2m(e:)) 
n=O r=O · 
. times mf e)2n) 
n=O 
i f1lll1 ,N1+J](z)-[N2,N2+.1](z)J S € for • 1 ,N2 > N(e),f z-x0J Sr< x0 • 
(73) 
Inequality 73 is the Cauchy condition f'or convergence. Hence 
the sequence of [N_,N+J] Pad~ approxi~ts converge in 1z-x0 J < x0 to 
a regular function of z. Now proceed as in Theorem 6 chapter 2 in 
extending the convergence to any point in the cut plane which proves 
the first statement of Theorem 4. 
If 2N+J ~p then fp = f [N,N+J]P/p!f. Consider p > 2N+J and 
expand the right side of 37. One can write the right side as 
k(-z)2N+J+l ~+l(l+« z)-1 = k : [ • 
k=l k . r=2N+l+J ~1 + • • • +r2N~J = 1-2N-J-l 
2N+l 1 
k:l eek kr,:.z ll ( 74) 
where k and cck are positive. From ;7 one also has 
fp-(-1 l[N,N+J] (p) /p! = (-1 lf[N+l,N+l+J] (p) /p!-[N,N+J] (p) /:P!)+• •• + 
(-llf (-llfp-[N1 ,N1+J](p)/p!1 > 0 {75) 
where N1 is sufficiently large to make .(-l)pfp = [N1,N1+J](p)/p!. 
Thus 75 is greater than zero because as is seen in 74 the coefficient 
of zp has sign (-l)P for any (P:+l(~)/Qi+l(z))-(Pi(z)/Qi(z)) (76) 
so that for 75, since the successive coefficients in 75 are nothing 
more than the coefficients of a particular 76 and are multiplied by 
(-ll, a.re each (-lH([~+i,N+i+J](p)/p!}-([N+i-l,N+i-l+J](p))/p!1 ;:: o. 
I~ 62 first write it as, f f ( -z) (p \ polynomial of degree p+N times 
p:::O p ( 
polynomial of less degree than p+N times a constant remainder, where 
the division algorithm was used. See page 105 in (5). Differentiate 
p times, divide by p! and multiply 'by (-l)P which verifies that 
(-l)P[N,N+J](p)/p! > o. Now using 74, 75 and the la.st statement one 
gets fp ~ f[N,N+J](p)/pff. 
Therefore the power series :for [N,N+J] is dominated by the one 
:for :f'(z) and the former must converge whenever the latter one does~ 
Thus 'the vp of' ~2 are such that o < 7P < R-1 • )'rom 63 and the 
immediately following it was seen that 
,cN,N+J]I ~ l fofP(-z)Pf+fz, 1+Jfl+J' R(z) ~ o, 
P= 
l [N,N+Jl! ~ l,p~ofP(-zlt.+fJI (z), 1+.1;,~m(z)t, R(z) ~ o.' 
For all z. with R(x) ~ o and for all z witih R(x) < o such that 
Im(y) ~ &, · 
' j,[N,N+j](z)j ~ 'p~ot'P(-zl,+R1+j(:f'l+.,+f /8)o 
llence ([N,N+J]}. is uniformly bounded in i;he closed region 
. -C -= (z: .Im(z}.< 5 whenever. .. R(~) < o,ucR where CR is a closed disk 
.' . / ' ~- . 
wi1.h radius Ro ;ow if Jzj ~ r < R and r+d = R. then, if z = x+iy, 
-r<x<r 
and since 
or 
and 
-7 r < 7 x < 7. r p ' p p 
,7p < l/R 
r.,, < r/R 
'p ' 
-r7. . > -r/R p I 
O < 1-r/R < l-r1. < 1+7. x 
. ·P . p 
fl-r/RJ 2 = (1-r/R)2 < (l+r. xl+1 2y 2 = tl+7 zt 2 
, .. , . • p p . ·P , 
l/jl+7pzl < 1/f 1-r/Rt 
Hence for all ! z f ~ r 
' [ N, If+ j ]( z ) f ~ J f f ( -z t, + ! z' l + j .~ (13 j J 1 +7. z f ) 
' · . 'p=O p · . P=l p p , 
~ .·f fp(-:t}f +(i),1+J ~ (~p/11-r/Rf) 
P=O P=l 
= f fp(-zl+,zfl+J(:r1+/J1-r/R' ). 
p=O 
· Hence by Theorem, 6 cha.p1.er 3 the last statement of this theorem 
follows .. Now a look at the converse of statement li- will be taken. 
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. j 
Theorem 5. Convex-sely, if D(O,n), D(l,n)are both greater than zero 
·1 I , 
then there exists a bounded nondecreasing function«> taking -on in"! 
co 
" n 
finitely many- -v:aJ.ues in [O, QO] such that ff!= it· cfu,(n), n = 0 1 1, 
2, ~ ••• 
' 
Proof. The_proof will follow after stx 1~ and five -definitions. 
A good reference is (22). The moment M[ P( 1i)] 
. k 
P(t) .= ~ 8kt 
k=O 
with respect to a sequence ( f l is 
n 
' ; 
of a polynomial 
.. 
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~e sequence is said to be positive if the moment of every nonnegative 
I 
polynomial ·is nonnegative. 
The. sequence ( fkJ is positive definite if the moment of every ·non-
negative polyndmial which 1s not identically zero is ~r,eater than zero. 
• / .I 
LeRlD'l.a lo Every real nonnegative polynomial tis the suuf of 1the squares 
of- ~wo real polynomials. 
' 
Proof" Since the p_olynomia.l is real. i-\;s complex. roots appear in 
conjugate pairs. - And since the polynomial is positive tlie real roots 
I 
J 
a.re of multi;plioii;y 2 which is seen by taking the first a.nd second 
derivatives of a factor of the second degree. Hence its faciored form 
is (77) 
where ai, b1, ci are reaf numbers. Since 
2 2 2 J~ + iyl' IX2 + iy2' = f(xl + iyl)(~ + 1Y2)f 
or 
.2 2 2 _ ~ 2 2 (xl · + Y1 )(x2 + Y2 ) =. (~ x2 - Y1Y2) + (y2 .xl + Yi x2) 
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2 2 .. 2 2 2 
one has [(x - ai) + bi -][(x -· aj) + bj ]. = [(x -ai)(x - aj) - bibj] 
+ (bj(x - a1 ) + b1 (x - aj)] 2 
Let ( I! 100 be the set of all rational. numbers arranged in some 
... m;l 
order. Note that the set is dense on lihe i·nterval (-c:o,ot). Let 
1\n(t) =lift::: Cm 
and = o if t > Cm· 
The se-c; of functions E is the se"C of all linear combinations over 
the real field o:f' a :finite number of the functions 
2 
..• , t, t, 1, ~(t), h2(t), •••• 
or that the product or the sum o:f' two squares by the sum o:f' tw:_o squares 
is the sum of two squares. Repeated application o:f. this result used in 
11 validates the lemma. 
Lemma 2 •.. A necessary and sufficient condii;ion that the sequence f:f'p1 
should be positive definite in that the quadratic :f'orms 
(n = o, 1, 2, ••• ) (78) 
should be positive definite. 
Proof. Suppose that the quadratic forms in 78 are all positive 
definite. That is, no form vanishes unless a.11 the variables vanish. 
Lei; P(t) bean arbitrary nonnegative polynomiaJ.. By the preceeding 
lemma P(t) is a sum of the squares of two polyndmials P1 (t) and P2 (t): 
( ) .n 1 ( ) m i Pi t = E ai t ' p2 t = E bi t 
1=0 1=0 
in which ,;he ai and bi are not all zero. Hence 
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which is greater ,.ha.n zero by hypothesis. 
Now suppose that (f 1 is a positive definite sequence. Let n be 
n 
an arbitrary positive integer and Co' c1, .... , ·Cn be arbitrary con-
. n n 
stants not a.11 zero. It needs to be shown th.at l: ~ fi 1 Ci C 1 > O ~, 
' i=O j=O . +ti d 
This follows from the definition of a positive definite sequence since 
[ n 112 i.he polynomial ~ Ci i. is nonnegative and not identically zero 
1=0 
Lemma. 3. If (unJ; is a positive sequence, there exists an operator M 
which is applicable to the class of :functions E, is positive and 
distributive, and reduces to the moment of a polynomial. when applied 
to a polynomial. 
Proof. Define the set of :functions E1 as the set of all linear combi-
nations over the real field of a finite number of the functions 
Define 
and 
Now 
because if 
then 
hl(t), 1., t, t 2 , 
h ~ sup M[p(t)] 
-1 p(t)<nl(t) 
ii'1 = inf .M[P(t)]. 
hl(t)<P(i.) 
p(t) < hl (t) '< P(t) 
M[p(t.)] S M[P(t)] 
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since Mis a positive distributive operator when applied -co polynomials. 
Polynomials p(t) and P(t) exis-c less -chan and greater -chan h1(t) 
respectively which implies -cha-c ~ and h:J_ are finite numbers and that 
~l '.:: E1 ~ Let 
and 
M[P(t) + c1 111 (t)l = M[P(t)] + c1 ~ 
for any polynomial P(t) and any real constant c. Hence M remains a 
r 
distributive operator when applied -co E1 • To see that it also remains 
positive, suppose that p(t) is a polynomial and c1 a constant such that 
p(t) + c1 h(t) ~ O. If c1 > o, 1,hen -p(t)/c1 :S ~ (t). By definition 
of !:i and~ 
or 
A similar proof holds using -che definition of~ when c1 < o. 
Now define E2 as -che set of all functions which are linear combi-
nations of a finite number of functions in E1 U h2 (t). 
and 
Define h = sup [M[f1 (t))1 ~ fl(t) < h2(t) 
ii = inf 
2 h2(t)~l (t). 
where f 1 (t)·and F1 (t) are func-cions of~ satisfying "Che indicated 
inequalities. 
Also let 
and 
for any func;i;ion F1 (t) of~ and any real constant c2 • As before it 
can be shown that M remains positive and distributive. Continuing 
validates the ·theorem.· 
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.. Lemm.a 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that- there should exist 
one nondecreasing :function a(t) s'll:ch that 
rCD ll ' un = t aa(t) 
CD 
(n = o, 1, 2, ••• ) (79) 
All of the integrals converging, is that the sequence {un} should be 
positive. 
Proof. First 'Suppose -ch.a:"& a( t) is a nondecreasing solution of equa.-
tions 79 and that P(t) is an arbitrary nonnegative polynomial, 
n k P(t) = I; ~ k. 
k=O 
Then . 
CCI 
M[P(t) = E ~ 11k: = J P(t) d a(t} ~ o 
. k=O -I» I 
so that the sequence (u 1 is positive. 
n 
For the sufficiency suppose that the sequence (u 1 is positive. 
n 
A nondecreasing solution of a(t) in 79 will be exhibited. It is 
defined at the regional points by the equations a(~ ) = M[h (t)], 1,,m m 
m = o., 1, 2, • • •. If Ci < Cj then fr.om the positive character of 
M, h1 (t) ::: h/t) and a(c1 ) ::: F(c.:,>· . Renee a(t) is nondecreasing in as 
:far as it has been defined. To co!!U)lete the d~finition define for s;n;y 
irrational number v. 
a(~)= ('11 + m.>/2. 
Since a(t) is nondecreasing on i;he rational points it is true that 
~~'~and that a(t) is now completely defined and is nondecreasing. 
Now let n be any positive integer. It must be shown that 
u - s= tn da(t). ll CD 
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· Since, a(t) is nondecreasing it will be sufficient to show that for a. 
given £:>Othere exists a T0 > O such that for every pair'~o:f' rational 
numbers T1 and T2 greater than T0 
1J:2i;nda(i;) -uni< e. 
l . 
t, 2m Lei; m be an in eger such that 2 m > n. Now t > O implies that 
u2m > o •. Assume -cha,; u0 > O for if'_ u0 = 0 allo:f' the un are zero and 
aft) =. O is a solution to the problem •. To see i;hai; u1 = O if' u == O 0" 
consider (x + c)2 >'O, which is true :f'or all c. Now 
' ·- . 
2 2 M(x + 2xc + c) = u2 + 2 u1 c ~ O 
and is true only if'~= o. Again and since (x2 + c)2 > O one gets 
2 c u2 + u4 ~ 0 and 1.12 .= o. If' one considers successively i;he 
polynomials (x2 + ex )2, ( x3 + ex) , (x3 + cx2 )2 , (x 4 + cx2 )2, • • • then 
one notices that all the u . = O. Let 
n 
«• = e/2(u0+u2m), 
which can be well done by the comments above, and determine T0 such 
that JtnJ < e:• t 2m, Jtl > T0 • (80) 
Let T1 and T2 be any two rational numbers greater than _T0 • Divide the 
interval (-T1 ,T2 ) into p subintervals by cb,oosing rational points 
n large enough and the subim;ervaJ.s sufficien,;ly sma.ll so tha.t for t 
sup (xn - yn: x 7 € I, an in,;erval1 < e' 
' T and ! :~~ t~+l [a( ti+l) - a( ti)] - JT 2-tn acx( t) l < e/2 
. - l 
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which is possible by the uniform continuity of tn and by the definition 
of the Stieltjes integral. 
Next let 
V{t) = O if t ~ -T1 , t > T2 
and 
v(t) ·= t~+l if ti < t < ti+l' 1 = o, 1, ••• , p - 1. 
Then 
and 
Also 
l,v{t) -tnl. < ptl tn [h (t) - h. (t)] - t 
- i=O i+l ki+l --ki n 
= t~+l ~+l(t) - tn 
< e:' 
n 2m if -T1 < i ~ T2 so that 1v(t) - t I::;: e' + c',; on ..co< t < m. 
V(t) belongs to some Ej since sooner or later one gets to ~(t1 ) 
for every t 1 \n the partition and a linear combination of these will 
vanish and be otherwise in the appropriate intervals. Hence the 
opera,;or M is positive and distributive when applied ,;o V{t). 
Or 
M[V(t)] ~ :~~ t~+l[o:(ti+l) - a(t1 )] 
.. ~-' 
and from -&he above 
~ T 1LT2 da(t) - unl = ,Jm2tn aa(t) -un + M[V(t)] -M[V(t)]f 
l .. ,1.l. 
~ I M[V(t)] - ~ 2 tn <ll¥(t)1 : l M[V(t)] 
-1 
~ €/2 + e/2 = e: 
- u n 
Now all but the boundedness of the proof of the theorem will 
follow: The equivalence of the two forms 
( oo r co n n 
,f 1o' tf 11 and E E. fi 1. Ci c~., 
n n i=O J=O +d d 
is given by Lemma 2. In proving the theorem the quadratic forms will 
be used. Consider the quadratic forms positive and the new sequence 
{v J; where v2n = fn' n = o, l, .- •, a.nd v2n+l = o, n = o, 1, • • • • 
If n is odd 
~ f 1 _n-1/2 n-1/2 
i =o· 1.--o i+J C1 CJ - t E fi+J C21 C2J 
- d i=O j=O 
and if n is even 
n-1/2 n-l/2f 
+ ~ !: i+J+l C2i+l C2J+l 
:J.=0 J=O 
n n _ nf2 nf2 n/2-1 nf2-l 
i ~o J~-o 7i+J Ci ,J - . . fi+J C21 C2J + I: i=O j=O i~O J=O 
times fi+J+l C21+1 C2J+l 0 
CIO 
Hence {r 1o is positive and by Lemma 4 there exists a nondecreasing 
function ~(t) such that 
co 
rn = J tn d(3(t) n = o, 1, 2, ••• , 
co . 
co 
un = J t2n d(3(t) 
CIO 
n = o, l, 2, · • •., (81) 
and 
·co 
. r 2n+l ( ) 0 = J t d~ ~ n = o, l, 
co 
2, •••• 
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Set 
7(t) = (f3(t) - f3(-t))/a, .- < t < m. 
This function is odd and sa,tisfies the equations in 81., Also 7(t) is 
nondecreasing. That 7(t) is odd and nondecreasing follows by looking 
at it in conjunction with what,-is known about f3(t). To see that it 
satisfies equations 81 proceed as 
or 
trl t2n d7(t) = f1 t 2n' d7(t) + J0 t 2n d7(t) 
-Tl o . ~l 
k 2n · , k 2n 
= E C1 . f3(ti+l) - f3(ti) + E C1 [f3(-ti)-f3(-ti+l)] 
i=O i=O - . 
T · O ~ f l t2n ~(t) + r t2n ~(t) 
.0 _ -T1 · 
T 
= s 1 t2n ~(t). 
-Tl 
Le~ <X(~) = 2 7(ti) fort> o. Tl:len 
Un = rm t d7(~) = Im t2n d7(t) + Sm t2n d7(.i;) 
;..m O ;..m 
(82) 
or upon l~~ing u = -t 82 becomes 
C 
m . m m m J t2n d7(t) + J u2n d7(-u) = J t 2n d7(t) - J t 2n d7(-t). (83) 
0 m O - 0 
.Bu~ since 7 is odd 83 becomes 
m m m m J t 211 d7(~> + J t 2n d7(t) = 2 r t 2n d7(t> = J tnd[21<t')1 
0 0 . 0 0 
= f'° tn ~(i). 
0 
Since a(t) is nondecreasing in [o, m) everything except the bounded-
ness of a( t) has been proved. Tb.at is, to now it has been shown that 
if D(O,M), B(l,M) > o then there is a nondecreasing function ffl ta.king 
' m 
on infinitely many values in [O,=] such -cha-c fn = J tn c3m(n), 
0 
n = o, l, •••. 
It remains to be shown that eo can be made a bounded function. 
Lemma 5o A necessary and sufficient condition ·that a non-singular 
algebraic quadratic form (a1j), 1, J. = o, 1, • • •, n-1 be posi-cive 
defini~e is ~ha~ 
61 = aoo' 62 = laoo 
alO 
tor i,J. = o, • • •, n - l be all positive. 
Proof. This is given in (6). First consider'the form 
2 2 2 2 
Y = ~ aiJxixJ = aooxo+2(aOlxl+a02x2)xo+a1111. +2al2xlx2+a22x2 (84) 
which is the quadXatic form in x0 • A necessary and sufficient con-
dition that 811-, be positive definite is for all real (x1 ,x2 ) f. (o,o) 
2 2 2 
aoo(all~l + 2 al2xlx2 + a.22 x2) - (ao~xl + a02x2) > o (85) 
and aoo > o. (86) 
Write 85 as a quadratic in x1 and get 
(87) 
where (i,J = 1.,2). 
A necessary and sufficient condition that 87 be satisfied is 
and 
> o. 
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But 
a aOl 00 
D = = 82· ll 
810 all 
1)11 D 12 aoo all -a.10 aOl aoo ~2 -a.10 ·aoa 
and = 
D21 D22 aoo a21 -a.:;w aOl aoo a22 -a.20 a.02 
aoo aOl a02 
= aoo 81.o all al2 
a~?O a21 a22 
• 
Thus conditions 86 and 85 become 
aoo ... Bl > o,- D11 = 82 > o, 
Dll Dl2 
>O 
D2l D22 
so tbat t\ > o, 82 > o and a3 > o. 
Now proceed to the general case under the assumption 
are necessary and sufficient for p~sitive definiteness of a nonsingu-
lar quadratic form in n variables. Consider the (n + 1) ary form 
In order that 
2 ( ) 2 2 
aooxo + 2 a.Ol~+•••+aOnxn xo + allxl + 2 a.12~x2+·• .. + annxn > o 
it is necessary and sufficient that for all real (Xi,, •••,xn)~(O,O/••O) 
2 2 2 
a00(all~ + 0 • •+ annxn ) - (a.01x1+ 00 •+ aOnxn) > o, a00 > o. (88) 
Write 88 as 
2 2 
n11~ + 2 D12~x2 +• .. + Dnn xn (89) 
with DiJ (1., J = l., •••, n) defined as before. Now 89 is a form of n 
variables (~., 090, x ) • By hypothesis the condition that it is 
n 
positive is ~ > o, ,• • •, kn > O where the ki are principal minors of 
its determinant. But~== Du> o, ~ = a00 63 > o, •••, 
kn = a~ol 8n+l > o. Whence conditions 88 and 89 may be written 
Ill 
Lemma 6. 'fhe equa1iions u == ~ 'Cn atX(t) n = o, l, • • • always have 
n Jo 
a solu"Cion a(t) of bounded variation for which 
00 J ' ai:x(t >, < oo. 
0 
• [ Cl) [ 00 Proof. .Bet up 2 sequences tn1o and ?'n1o such that 
and 
where t3(t) and 7(t) are bounded nondecreasing functions. First 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
VO' ,i,1 , r0 , 11 should be chosen so that they satisfy 90.. Proceed by 
induc"Cion.. Suppose 'tt and 1k have already been q.eterm:1ned for 
k = o, 1, • • •, 2n - 1 in which 90 holds and the following determinants 
are positive: 
ti O O O tk 
.. ' 
• 
(93) 
1'rk+l 
• • 
••• 
•· ._ I 
I' • • 
' ~ t • 
+1t+l ••• t2k+l 
and [ro, 71' ···, ?'2kl, ,(11, 72, .... , 72k+1l· 
Now +2n, t 2n, t2n+l' +2n+l will be defined.· With undetermined 
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x2:n o~e has 
·l,i,o, • • ·' t2nl = +2n[+o1 ... , J. ] + p w2n-2 (94) 
where Pis a polynomial in to' , 1 , •••, +2n-l and similarly for 
[70, 11, •••, 12nl· Since [to, 'l' •••, t2n-2] and [10,7i_i•••,12n-2] 
are both greater than zero one can choose tan and -+an positive and 
large enough so that ,i,2n ~ t2n • u2n and [,t,0 , ... • ,,i,2n] > O, 
[ 101 • • • ,72n] > o. 
It is observed that 94 holds when the subscripts are increased by 
unity, P then becoming a polynomial in ti, ,t,2, 00 •, t:an with a similar 
equation holding for the 7k• Now that t2n and 12n have been deter-
' 
mined proceed as befOI'.e ... 2 1 and 7n 1 which completes the induction .. 111 n+ . Gll+ 
By Lemma 5, if the determinants in 93 are positive for k = O,l, 
•••, equations 91 and 92 have bounded nondecreasing solutions ~(t) 
and 7( t) respectively, so if o:( t) = 13 (t) - 1( t) the proof is complete 
as this is a characterization of a function of bounded varia~ion. 
' 
See (l). 
Hence there always exists a nondecreasing function a(t) as given 
in the. theorem •. That is, in l:\,ght of the last 2 lemmas, cx(t) can be 
ma.de bounded. 
Not only in this chapter has i '& been shown what has been proved 
relative to eeries of BtieltJes bu~ a solution to the StieltJes 
moment problem 'b.as been e;iven. 
CHAP.rER IV 
SUMMARY 
In studying the theorems presented one might ask if there is a 
relation between the given divergent series of Stieltjes, call it f(z), 
and the f1 (z) given in Theorem 3 of Chapter III. For instance the 
· 2 3 
.series 1 - 1 ! z + 2 t z - 3 ! z + • • • is a series o:f Stieltjes that 
( ) ,'t -t JCIO ll -t diverges. In this series a, t = j e dt and f = t c dt = n ! 
O n o . 
It can be shown that 
lim 
z...O 
,r e-tdt _ ~ (-1l k ~ z~, 
ro l+zt . k=O. . = O 
n !ZI 
iSee(12) and (19) for a. treatment of thi$, which is by definition of what 
is meant when it is said that 
CIO -t 
f(z) = J e dt 
0 i+zt 
co k k is asymptotic to E (.1) k ! z. 
k=O 
Forma.!IJ, it is, said that f(z-) is asymptotic to Sn(z) if for every n 
lim l f ( z ) - S ( z ) I = 0 • 
z...O 1z1n 
''fhus one might ask the question, is f'1 ( z) of' 'l'h-eorem 3 Cha.plier 3 
co ' 
' j'' -t co k 
,eq~l to e dt where the power series is given by f ( z) = 'E ( -1) 
0 l+zt k=O 
k t zk. Ar; z • o, f1 (z) thu, defined, is L The [1,1] and [l,O] 
a.pproximants are 1 when evaluated a.t O since [l,O](O) = 1 and 
' ' !+Ii 
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2 r0r1+r1 .(x) - r2r0x 
= = 1, [1,1](0) 
fl - f 2 X 
it being noticed that r0 = l, r1 == -1, and f 2 = 2L Hence by 
Theorem 3 in Chap~er 3, since l is ·real, the {N, N+j] Pad' 
approxima.nts evaluated at z= l must all be 1. l3a.ker in (3) shows 
that 11m [l,l](z) =~and lim [5,5](z) = i and that the lim[N,N]1(z)==O 
z,..co ~co -~a, 
~co 
where the Pad' approxirnants are calculated with respect to 
; (-l)~!zk. This can be compared to lim t(z) a~ ~-tdt. He also 
k=O z..co Jo !+zt 
co ' 
r. -t 6 notes in passing that the exact value of -e dt is • 59 3 and that 
o ra 
Lacroix' s calculated, using three Euler transformations and 13 terms 
of the divergent series, this function evaluated a~ z = 1 to be 0.5992. 
The [6,6] Pad' approximant, which incidentally is obtained by ueing· 
the first 13 terms of the divergent series, when evaluated at 1 is 
0.5968. .These examples then might promote effort toward answering 
what r1 (z) really is. 
In Theorem 4 of Chap~er III it was proved, for each fixed J, that 
the [N,N+J] Pad~ approximants relative to a series of Stieltjes, 
converge to an analytic function in the cut plane ( -co ~ z ~ O). It 
would be nice to have a condition that is sufficient for all such 
[N,N+j] sequences to have a common limit. If it can be shown for a 
series of StieltJes that 
f 1D(l,p)/D(D,p+l) ~ l p+ (1) 
t ' ' a, ( )-l/2p+l) t hen the ~vergence of 'E fp . is sufficien for all of the 
P=l 
sequences of [N,N+Jl Pad~ approximan~s, .r fixed, to have the same 
limit function. Most of this is proved in (2). A counter example, 
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due to Professor Ro Bo Deal a,; Oklahoma State University, will be 
given for lo Now this does not disprove Baker's assertion, because, 
if for all ,but a finite number of the pin ; f (-z)p 1 holds 
,• p·,;;1 p . 
then the assertion can be veri:f'iedo 
Let 
Then 
Now 
and 
0 ifx<D 
,. 
cp(x) = d ~ i:f' 0 :!:· X < l, Ck > 0, 
l if l < X • 
co 
f.· • r tn d <p (t) 
n Jo 
= f 1 tn a ta-l dt 
0 
u 
= n+a • 
D(0,2) l a a = (1-ta) .. (2-ia) 
Cl a a 
(1-KX). (2..a) (3-KX) 
a a a (2-i<X) (3-t<i) (4-+a) 
2 l 1 l = Cl (1-+<l) (2-+<X) 
o; l l (!..a:) (2-+<r) (3-id) 
Cl 
.l l 
(2-+Cl) (3-i<i) (4-+a) 
2 
= Cl "' 
(a) 
l l 
a3 (1-ta) (2-+a) 
f2 D(l,l) = 2-fa 
l 1 
(2-ta) (3-t(i) 
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l 1 
f D(l,1) a3 (HaJ (2-t<X) Hence = (2-t<X) 2 D(0,2) l l 
(2-t<X) (3-t<X) 
cl l l l (l-t<X) (2-t<X) 
a l 1 
(l-t<X) (2-t<X) (3-t<X) 
a 1 l 
(2-t<X) (3-t<X) (4-ta) 
a X(a) 
= (2-t<X) ~ • 
Now lim t (a) =7~ and lim 'X(a) =2i or lim X.(a) = 3 so that ~c:a times 
0-tO a-. 0 ()-t O .car 
x.(a) ... o. 
~ 
l a x.(a) · In fact if a= 10, l-t<X ;rcxJ < o.4 which cont~adict& 
f 2 D(l,l)/D( 0,2) :t l • / 
Yet another question or Pade conJecture that is yet to be proved 
or disproved probably evolved from a theorem proved by de Montessus de 
Balloire which will now be stated. 
Let P(z) be a power series representing a function which is regular 
for Jzl ~ R except form poles within this circle. Then the (m + 1) st 
horizontal file of the Pade table 
[o,o], [0,1], [0,2], ••• 
[l,O], [l,l), !l,2], • • • 
[2,0], [2,1), [2,2], ••• 
. 
[n,o], [n,l], [n,2], •. • 
for P(z) converges ~o P(z) uniformly in the domain obtained from 
1zt.:'.5R by removing the interiors of small circles with centers at 
these poles. See page 112 in Wall. 
Now not ice the likeness of the theorem due to de Mon~essus 
de Ba.lloire and the Pade conJecture that was mentioned. 
Pa.de ConJecture. If P(z) is a power series representing a function 
which is regular for tzl ~ 1, except form poles within this circie 
and except for z = 1 at which point the function is assumed continuous 
when only points tzl ~ 1 are considered then a~ least a subsequence of 
r· 
the [N, N] Pa.de approximants converge uniformly to the function (as N 
tends ~o infinity) in the domain formed by removing the interiors of 
small circles with centers at these poles. 
In order ~o prove some theorems that are results of this conJec-
t ure, define a function f(z) as one of type I if a straight line can be 
drawn in the z plane, such that f(z) is regular every place, except for 
a finite number of poles, in the open half-plane containing the origin 
and is continuous in this half-plane at infinity. Let R2 (f) be a half 
pl ane, except for the interiors of certain small circles containing 
the finite number of holes, contained in this half plane such that its 
edge is parallel to the edge of R2 (f) and between it and the odgin. 
Quasitheorem A. If f(z) is of type I, the°i the [N,N] Pad~ approxi-
mants converge to i~ uniformly in R2(f). 
Proof . By Theorem 2 Chapter II g(w) = f(A-1w(1-w)) may equivalently 
be studied. If the line that bounds R2(f) passes through the point 
-l/ 2A, then the transformation w = Az/(l+Az) maps R2(f) onto the uni t 
ci rcl e . The poi nt at inf inity is mapped onto w = 1 and the origin goes 
to the origin under this mapping. Thus g(w) is regular in the unit 
circle except for the finite number of poles in twl < 1 and continuous 
t i. -
a~ w = 1 from theinterior of !WI< 1. Hence the conJecture implies 
that the [N,N] Pa.de approximants for g(w) converge uniformly to g(w) 
in !WI< 1 except for the interior of small ·c1rcles centered at the 
' -
given poles and the theorem follows. 
Quisicorollary A •. , The [N,N] Pad~ approximants converge uniformly to 
any function f(z) in any circle containing the origin as an interior 
point minus the interiors of a finite number of small circles with 
centers which are the only poles of f(z) in the circle and which are 
the only places where f(z) is not regular except at one boundary point 
where f(z) is continuous • 
. Proof. By Theorem 2 in Chapter 2 and the Quasitheorem A the proof 
will follow if it can be shown that any such circle can be mapped onto 
the unit circle under a transformation as in Theorem 2 in Chapi;er II. 
Now for a circle with center at A and radius R, 
w = (R(l - IA/Rt 2 ) + (Az)R) 
will accomplish this transformation where it is realized that 9 is such 
that the nonregular boundary poin~ goes tow= 1. The corollary thus 
follows as was shown in the theorem. 
Quasicorollary B. The [N,N] Pa.de approximants converge uniformly to 
f(z) in the union R3(f) of any finite number of regions R2(f) and 
circles as given in Corollary A. 
Proof. By Quasitheorem A and Quasicorollary A, [N,N] converges at 
every point in this union. Since the union of a finite number of 
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closed sets.is closed the [l'f/N] converge uniformly in R;{f). 
The conjecture and the Q.uasistatements that followed a.re desirable 
results relative to the Pad' approxim.a.nts and it is interesting that 
the Qua.sista.tements can be gotten more cheaply. That is, the Pad, 
conjecture can be weakened as Baker proved in (2). This weakened 
conjecture will be presented which concludes the dissertation. 
Conjecture. I:f' P(z) is a power series representing a :function which is 
regular for jzj ~ l, except form poles within this circle and except 
for z = l, at which point the function is assumed continuous when only 
points· I z ! ~ l a.re considered, then at least a subsequence of the (N,N] 
Pad' approximants are uniformly bounded in.N, in the domain formed by 
removing the interiors of small circles with centers at these poles 
and uniformly continuous at z = 1 for tzl ~ l. 
To see that this conjecture implies the Pade conjecture will be 
shown. Now f(z) is regular at every boundary point of the convergence 
domain, except a~ z = 1, in the Pade conJec~ure. If 8 > O and Lis th~ 
set of boundary points such that 8 < arg z < 2~ - 6 then the closed 
set can be finitely covered by the interiors of circles in which f(z) 
is regular. Hence there exists a ci+cle containing Lin the interior 
in which f is regular where it is realized that there is a small piece 
of the circle at one excluded. Yet for any poin~ not l there exists 
such a circle with piece missing in which the point is interior, Its 
tacitly assumed that poin~s on the in~eriors of the small circles are 
excluded too. This circle can be mapped onto the unit circle by a 
linear franctional transformation under which by Theorem 2 in Chapter 
II the [N,N] Pa.de approximants are invariant. Since as already stated 
any poin~ in ~he Pa.de conJecture is interior to some such circle by the 
conjecture and Theorem 5 in Chapter II there exists an infinite 
f . 
subsequence of Pade a.pproxima.nts wliich converge to a limit function 
that is regular everywhere in the domain of the Fade c·onJecture except 
at z = ·.l. But by the uniform continuity of the subsequence the con-
vergence is realized at z = 1. 
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